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Abstract

This dissertation compares two Pacific Rim languages, the Asian language Korean and the native North American language Lushootseed Salish. The former is spoken by approximately 70 million people on the Korean peninsula and in the neighbouring People's Republic of China. Lushootseed Salish is now moribund but had an estimated speakership of about 11,000 at the time of first European contact.

The theoretical framework used in this comparison is the Functional Grammar of Simon C. Dik. The Korean data are from both native and non-native grammarians as well as my own judgements as a native speaker. The Lushootseed data are from the fieldnotes and two grammars of Professor Hess.

Following the theoretical and grammatical discussion, a traditional story from both languages is provided with detailed analysis.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2nd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3rd person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc</td>
<td>Accusative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>Agent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aor</td>
<td>Aorist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AO</td>
<td>Agent oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art</td>
<td>Article</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Aspect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>Benefactive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caus</td>
<td>Causative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp</td>
<td>Complementizer</td>
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<tr>
<td>Dat</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Declarative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Dem</td>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
</tr>
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<td>DO</td>
<td>Direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDO</td>
<td>Embedded direct object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIO</td>
<td>Embedded indirect object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES</td>
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<td>Go</td>
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<tr>
<td>Instr</td>
<td>Instrumental</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IO</td>
<td>Indirect object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irr</td>
<td>Irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kr</td>
<td>Korean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc</td>
<td>Locative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>Lushootseed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mod</td>
<td>Modal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Matrix subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nomn</td>
<td>Nominalizer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obj</td>
<td>Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obl</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>Out-of-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass</td>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pat</td>
<td>Patient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pl</td>
<td>Plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PO</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>Sentence</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td>Topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tr</td>
<td>Transitive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Verb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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Part I

Background
Chapter 1
Introduction

This dissertation is a contrastive study of Korean and the Amerindian language called Lushootseed using the functional grammar model set forth by Simon C. Dik. It concentrates on causative constructions.

Korean is spoken by some seventy million people on the Korean peninsula and approximately two million elsewhere throughout the world. Lushootseed is a moribund Salish language formerly spoken around the shores of Puget Sound in Washington State. Anthropological demographers estimate that in precontact times it had about eleven thousand speakers, which made it one of the largest of the twenty-three known Salish languages.¹

The data of this study are based on Korean folk stories, my own knowledge as a native speaker and the writings of Korean grammarians, both traditional and modern. Sources for Lushootseed are the extensive text collection of Professor Thom Hess and the two pedagogical grammars compiled by him.

Korean and Lushootseed differ on most usual points of typological comparison. Korean is verb final while Lushootseed is verb initial with the usual related phenomena: Korean has postpositions, Lushootseed prepositions; and relative clauses precede the head in Korean but typically follow the head in Lushootseed. Whereas Lushootseed puts possessor after the possessed item, Korean uses the reverse order (Greenberg, 1964). Here follow constrasting examples of each of these four points:

   boy-Nom go-T/A-Dec Asp-go Det boy
   The boy went.

(2) Kr: ki kaj-esə Lu: ?al to stuləʔw
   Det river-Postp(Loc) Prep Det river
   In the river.

(3) Kr: yənə-ka koyaq-ka mək-in kas-ita.
    salmon-Nom cat-Nom eat-Comp thing-to be
   Lu: sʔuladxʷ tiʔəʔ suʔəʔəd ʔə tiʔəʔ piʔpiaʔ.
    salmon Det Nom-Asp-eat-Tr Prt Det cat
   The salmon is what the cat ate.

(4) Kr: i salam-ii kə Lu: sqʷəʔəʔəʔ tiʔəʔ stubə.
    this man-Poss dog dog Poss Det man
    This man’s dog, or dog of this man

Lushootseed strives toward only one argument per clause (although others can be brought in by means of oblique constructions) whereas Korean, like English, permits fairly long sequences of arguments with a particular verb. However, both languages are argument dropping. Lushootseed compensates for the lack of arguments by means of verbal suffixation showing voice and, in subordinate clauses, person and number.\(^2\) Whereas Lushootseed permits omission of all arguments, Korean, on the other hand, only allows the omission of subjects and objects. Listeners determine these by context.

Morphologically, the two languages are less disparate. Neither language distinguishes a class of adjectives from verbs. Both have a very large number of affixes, particularly on the verb, and the number of affixes per word can be quite high. On average the index of synthesis in Korean\(^3\) is 1.99 and 2.275 in

\(^2\)In matrix clauses listeners identify third person referents by context.

\(^3\)As for the index of synthesis, I checked three sources in Korean. First, I counted the number of morphemes in a one hundred word text from theoretical linguistics material. The index was 2.17. Secondly, I counted it from a novel. The index was 1.83. Finally, I counted it from a journalistic passage. The index was 1.98. On average, the index is 1.99.
Lushootseed. On the other hand, Korean is more agglutinating than Lushootseed. On average the index of agglutination is 1.53 in Korean\(^4\) and 0.832 in Lushootseed.\(^5\)

Typical of Oriental languages, Korean has a large set of numeral classifiers. Superficially, Lushootseed has the same kind of morpheme class (except that the Lushootseed morphemes entail wider grammatical uses than does the Korean class). On the other hand, Korean compounds extensively while compounding is rare in Lushootseed. In word building, Lushootseed tends to 'nest' its roots within many layers of derivation and inflection as in this diagram:

E.g.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{xw}.
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
(s-) [\text{dogw}]-\text{igw's} -\text{ali}
\end{array}
\]

The Korean affixes, on the other hand, tend toward a more concatenated structure.

The dissertation is divided into three parts: Background, which includes this introductory chapter and an overview of Functional Grammar as described by Dik; a second part devoted to a discussion of the causative; and a third part comprising a text and glossary from both languages. Several appendices and the bibliography conclude the work.

I see two areas in which this dissertation is a contribution to knowledge. It is the first attempt at describing a Salish language using the Functional Grammar model of Simon C. Dik. Since this theory is relatively new, its descriptive

\(^4\)As for the index of agglutination, I checked the above one hundred word text. First, from the theoretical essay, the index of agglutination was 1.48. Secondly, from the novel, the index was 1.52. Finally, from the journalistic passage, the index was 1.60. On average, the index of agglutination is 1.53.

\(^5\)The Lushootseed index of synthesis is provided by Professor Thom Hess, and the index of agglutination is calculated by Professor Hess and me from a story in the pedagogical grammar.
power is tested here. Secondly, a contrastive grammar of two languages from different parts of the world that have never been so studied before enhances linguistic knowledge generally.
Chapter 2
Grammar

2.1 Functional Grammar

The theoretical framework which I shall adopt as a tool for comparing some constructions in Korean and Lushootseed makes use of a relatively simple form of functional grammar (Dik, 1980a, 1981). The theoretical tenet of this grammar is based on a functional view of natural language. According to Dik (1980a:1), a natural language is first and foremost regarded as an instrument of social interaction by means of which human beings communicate with one another and thus influence one another’s mental and practical activities.1

2.1.1 Predicate-frame and terms

The formation of linguistic expressions in a typical functional grammar (henceforth FG) consists of two steps. First, a predication is formed out of the predicates and terms contained in the Fund. The Fund consists of a lexicon containing the properties of lexical items that must necessarily be learned and memorized, and two rule components generating forms derivable by synchronically productive rules. They are predicate and term formation rules. Secondly, a predication is mapped onto its actual form by means of expression rules. Inside the module of expression rules, the forms and the order of constituents are de-

1In this framework the role of communicative competence (cf. Hymes, 1972) and the actual implementation of this competence receives more attention than the argumentation of linguistic expressions via a series of abstractions.

The origin of functional grammar can be traced back to the Prague school of linguistics and the pragmatic school of thought in philosophy from Oxford (Austin 1962; Searle 1969).
Grammar

termed. A form of FG is thus a system for constructing linguistic expressions out of the predicates and terms contained in the Fund, via intermediate levels of underlying predications according to Dik (ibid.5).

FG specifies functional relations at three different levels: semantic, syntactic and pragmatic. Information relevant to the semantic functions of the arguments is specified in predicate-frames where are built the basic structure of the nuclear predications, the subcategorization of predicates, the number of arguments surfaced, etc. Semantic functions specify the roles which the referents of the terms involved play within the "state of affairs" designated by the predication in which they occur. Before reaching the mapping procedure of expression rules, two levels of function assignment are necessary for making a predication fully specified. These are assignment of syntactic functions and the assignment of pragmatic functions.

The basic element of a predication is a predicate. Some predicates are applied to an appropriate number of terms, resulting in the construction of predications. That is, we can construct predications by combining predicates and terms. In FG predicates are stored in the lexicon as the generic forms of predicate-frames. These predicate-frames are known as the basic building blocks out of which underlying predications are constructed. Information regarding the number of arguments a predicate requires can be retrieved from the predicate-frames. The basic predicate-frames and the basic terms comprise the lexicon.

Each predicate is treated as part of a predicate-frame, which defines its semantic and syntactic properties. The predicate-frames themselves serve as the basic materials to construct predications. Each predicate-frame specifies the

---

2These basic predicate-frames and terms are not formed according to synchronically productive rules; hence, it is assumed that they are provided. Dik (1980a:5) suggests that they must be listed and cannot be generated by means of rules, and that they must be known and cannot be creatively constructed by the language user when he or she needs them.
detailed information needed for a predication, such as the form of the predicate, the syntactic category, the number of arguments which the predicate takes, the semantic functions of these arguments, and the selectional restrictions with regard to arguments. If we use the Lushootseed verbal predicate $\sqrt{Ta\tilde{b}y}i$ 'give' in (1), the following is the predicate-frame stored in the lexicon:

(1) $Ta\tilde{b}yiy (X_1: \text{human}(X_1), Ag (X_2) Go (X_3: \text{animate}(X_3))Rec$

The predicate $\sqrt{Ta\tilde{b}y}i$ 'give' requires three arguments which are an actor, a 'target' of the act and a receiver of that action. However, the predicate frame in (1) has one constraint, which prevents it from having three arguments simultaneously, when all three arguments are regular nominals rather than pronominals. It is a language-specific constraint of Lushootseed in which three regular nominals are not usually allowed to surface within a predication. The predicate-frame still states that $Ta\tilde{b}yiy$ is a verbal (V) with $x_1$, $x_2$, and $x_3$ plus their semantic functions Agent (Ag), Goal (Go), and Recipient (Rec), where the Agent must be human and the Recipient must be animate.

According to Dik (1981:57), terms are formed by means of term formation rules following the general schema shown in (2).

(2) $(\omega x_i; \phi_1(x_i); \ldots ; \phi_n (x_i))$ (n ≥ 1)

where $\omega$ indicates one or more term operators and each $\phi_j(x_i)$ indicates an open predication having $x_i$ as a free variable. Since the open predications can include terms of the same structure as (2), the procedures for term formation are recursive. In FG it is presumed that languages possess a productive system of predicate formation rules by means of which the set of basic predicate-frames can be extended in tandem with a set of derived predicate-frames. For instance, all derivational morphology and compounding, causativization, voice change, and superlative and comparative formation are dealt with inside the component
of a set of derived predicate-frames.

Like predicate formation, a term \( \phi_j \) may serve as the head or as a modifier in the structure of the term. That is, the term formation rule operates like those in predication formation. In the case of a modifier, the open predication can be noun, adjective, participal, adpositional phrase, or a relative clause. Hence, term formation produces complex terms such as complex noun phrases, endless strings of conjoined phrases, and so on. Of course, the derived terms may feed the predicate-frames via term insertion, which results in an infinite number of terms in a model world.

In addition to the basic predicate-frames and terms given in a natural language, predicate formation rules and term formation rules together provide a set of predicate-frames and a set of terms, which can be combined into nuclear predications. In order to expand the basic predicate-frame toward an extended predicate-frame, for instance, we can add a locative phrase to (1) as follows:

\[
(3) \quad \text{Asp-give-yi Role^3 Tr-PO Prt Det man Prt Det dog prep Det house} \\
\quad \text{"The old man gave [someone] a dog in the house."}
\]

In order to get to the predication of (3), we need the basic predicate frame in (1), extended with a location satellite position.\(^4\) Observe the following:

\[
(4) \quad \text{Abyiy}_V(x_1: \text{human}(x_1))_{As} (x_2)_{Go} (x_3: \text{animate}(x_3))_{Rec} (x_4)_{Loc}
\]

Here we need four appropriate terms to fill three argument positions and a satel-

---

\(^3\)According to Hess (1993:49), an argument which is associated with the -yi- in the pred­icate can convey benefactive, dative, indirect object, recipient or second object. Hence, the cover term for these semantic functions is simply the -yi- role. In Southern Lushootseed the equivalent term is based on the slightly different form -sti.

\(^4\)Augments are single words within the clause which express locative or temporal notions and are not part of any other constituent in the clause. They are positionally free relative to the other constituents. However, here Pal tiPa? PalPa? appears as an adjunct to the predication rather than the augment. Readers are recommanded to refer to Hess (ibid:110)
lite position of the extended predicate-frame (4). After inserting the appropriate terms both in the argument and satellite positions, the following is obtained:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
(5) & \text{a. } (d_1 x_i; \text{ stub}_N(x_i); \text{ lu}_A(x_i)) \text{ the old [man]} \\
& \text{b. } (d_1 x_j; \text{ sq}_N(x_j)) \text{ the dog} \\
& \text{c. } (e_1 x_k; \text{ stub}_N(x_k)) \text{ [someone]} \\
& \text{d. } (d_1 x_i; \text{ perf}_N(x_i)) \text{ the house}
\end{array}
\]

The term formation rule is fully specified in (5), indicating that it has three definite and one existential nominal categories of which the argument c is not overtly shown after expression rules have applied. The right column represents the English glosses for each term. The predicate-frame with semantic functions for (4) is illustrated as in (6):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
(6) & \text{a. } (d_1 x_i; \text{ stub}_N(x_i); \text{ lu}_A(x_i))_{\alpha_0} \\
& \text{b. } (d_1 x_j; \text{ sq}_N(x_j))_{\omega_0} \\
& \text{c. } (e_1 x_k; \text{ stub}_N(x_k))_{\text{Rec}} \\
& \text{d. } (d_1 x_i; \text{ perf}_N(x_i))_{\text{Loc}}
\end{array}
\]

The \(\omega\) in term formation rule (2) can be one or more operators in functional notation. (6c) has an Existential Quantifier as an operator, while in other arguments \(d\) stands for the term operator 'definite.' Further, it has gender distinction too. Therefore, the omitted \text{ stub \(N\)} denotes a male rather than a female. \(\text{\'}1\text{\'}\) represents the term operator 'singular.' The colon '(': indicates that the information to the right gives a specification of or a restriction on the possible values of \(x_i, x_j, x_k,\) and \(x_l\) to the left.

2.1.2 On predication construction

The output of term insertion is a predication. According to Dik (1981: 70ff), predications of this type are hierarchically organized structures, but they do not have a linear order defined over their constituents. All permutations of the four terms in (6), for instance, contain the same information. In FG predications are linearized only at the very end of the descriptive procedure.
The structure of a predication is based on individual predicate-frames which have the same meaning across languages. Consequently, a typological universal\(^5\) is obtained through term insertion rules at the stage of predication construction, before linear order has been achieved by expression rules. The actual number of arguments which surface is adjustable, since FG permits a predicate-frame to be only partially filled. The predicate-frame (4) in Lushootseed is only in part filled by terms, resulting in an open predication with a free variable. In short, only one argument is sufficient for the nuclear predication denoting 'give' in Lushootseed, because Lushootseed grammar allows only one direct complement per nuclear predication.

The general schema for predications induced from (4) can be formulated as follows:

(7a) Nuclear predication

\[
\left[ \phi \rightarrow (x_1)(x_2)\ldots(x_n) \right] \\
\text{predicate arguments} \\
\text{nuclear predication}
\]

(7b) Extended predication

\[
\left[ \left[ \phi \rightarrow (x_1)(x_2)\ldots(x_n), (y_1)(y_2)\ldots(y_n) \right] \right] \\
\text{predicate arguments satellites terms} \\
\text{extended predication}
\]

where

1. \( \phi \) is a predicate,

\(^5\)According to Dik (1980a:13), this is one of the features in FG which contributes to typological adequacy in that it does not force us to assume a certain fixed order among the terms in a predicate cross-linguistically, which never occurs in actual linguistic expressions.
2. $x_1 \ldots x_n$ represent nuclear arguments of that predicate,
3. $y_1 \ldots y_n$ represent satellites to the nuclear predication,
4. each $x_i$ and $y_i$ is marked for some semantic function, and
5. the nuclear predication is marked for some type of state of affairs, (e.g. some verbal notion).

Among the infinite number of semantic functions how does one describe the relations of one to another? According to FG, from the unordered terms in the basic schema (7a,b) we can extract a hierarchical notion rather than a linear one in that the intrinsic relationship among semantic functions characterizes the terms in a given predicate. It is also presumed that some of these semantic functions are more central to the predication than others. If we extend the notion 'central' to (7b), all the semantic functions in the nuclear predication are obviously more central than those assigned in the satellite terms.

For instance, an agent is a more necessary constituent than a goal which is an optional element in a given action. The agent must be more central to the predication than the goal is. Along these lines, there can be no recipient without a goal, but there can be a goal without a recipient. Therefore, it is reasonable to state that the goal is more central than the recipient in this respect, even though the goal in Lushootseed can be omitted, as in (8).

(8) ?u-?ab-yi-t-əb ʔə ti luʔ ti čaʔas
   Asp-give-yi Role-Tr-PO Prep Det man Det boy
   'The old man gave [something] to the boy.'

A language-specific rule in Lushootseed suppresses constructions with three arguments which surface after the expression rules.

---

*6Goal in FG corresponds to Patient in Bloomfield (1934) according to Dik (1989:104). Note that Patient is consistently used in Hess's description of Lushootseed.*
Although we compare only two semantic functions at one time with respect to the notion 'central,' it is clear that there is a partial ordering of the terms of a predication. This partial ordering is called the 

**semantic function hierarchy** (SFH).

(9) Semantic function hierarchy (SFH)

Ag Go Rec Ben Instr Loc Temp

Ag stands for Agent; Go stands for Goal; Rec stands for Recipient; Ben stands for Beneficiary; Instr stands for Instrument; Loc stands for Location; and Temp stands for Temporal. Other semantic functions such as Experiencer, Manner, Source, etc., are not included here.

Apart from the intrinsic ordering implied in the SFH, it is also presumed that predications do not define any further orientation or perspective on the state of affairs which they designate. In predications a relationship between the number of entities with their own roles in the state of affairs is encoded at an intermediate stage before the full-fledged phrases. That is, the linear ordering among constituents in a sentence does not take part in the process of predicative construction. At this stage predications simply state certain relationships between a number of entities, once the semantic roles are established.

According to Dik (1981:71), in natural discourse people are apparently more interested in the entities which play a role in some state of affairs, than in the relations obtaining among them. If the entity, chosen as a point of departure for describing some state of affairs, were always the entity with the highest ranking semantic function in the SFH, this perspective could be taken as fixed regardless of grammatical relations. On the contrary, it is noted that the actual linguistic expression and the predicative structure of a sentence do not often coincide. There is no one-to-one correlation between semantic functions and grammatical relations among arguments. Grammatical relations merely repre-
sent a certain salience in the logico-semantic relations among the constituents of the sentence.

Predications can be formulated for linguistic expressions of quite different structures. These differences result from the assignment of two further types of functions besides the semantic functions already given in the predication construction. The logico-semantic relations can be mapped as a set of syntactically encoded semantic functions among the sentential constituents. And additional information can be added to the actual linguistic expressions after the syntactic information has been mapped. This additional information includes situational and contextual information which is realized by adding intonation, stress, or even utilizing dislocation of constituents in FG terms.

2.1.3 Assignment of syntactic functions

As the point of departure for describing the state of affairs, the syntactic function is assigned. In turns, subj(ect)\(^7\) assignment determines the perspective from which the situation of the predication is described.

In Korean, the expressions for the predicate čuta ‘give’ are as follows:

(10a) noin-i sonyōn-e ke kae-lil ču-ass-ta.
    old-man (Ag) child (Rec) dog (Go) give-T/A-Dec
    ‘The old man gave a dog to the boy.’

(10b) kæ-ka noin-e jihae sonyōn-e keu-ci-ass-ta.
    dog (Go) old man (Ag) child (Rec) gave-Pass-T/A-Dec
    ‘The dog was given to the boy by the old man.’

(10c) sonyōn-i noin-ekesö kæ-lil pat-ass-ta.
    boy (Rec) old man-from (So) dog (Go) receive-T/A-Dec
    ‘The boy received the dog from the old man.’

\(^7\)From the viewpoint of derived syntax, one argument (usually a noun phrase) from among the arguments of a predicate is singled out for preferential treatment — preferential in that, for instance, it alone undergoes a number of syntactic rules such as movement rules, agreement rules, etc. in generative terms. This argument is called the SUBJECT of the sentence, according to Comrie (1981b:88).
In Lushootseed, the actual expressions describing states of affairs designated by a predicate such as \( \sqrt{2} \text{tab} \) 'give' in (4) take as their point of departure either [someone] (11a), [something] (11b) or the dog (11c) (following Hess's 1993 illustration): 8


(11b) ?u-?ab-yi-tab ?a ti lu?X  ti caeras. agent dative The old man gave [something] to the boy.

(11c) ?u-?ab-yi-tab ti caeras patient ?a ti sq^ab? patient. [Someone] gave the dog dative patient to the boy.

The examples in each of (10) and (11) are synonymous in describing the state of affairs, although each example has its own perspective. In other words, in neither (10) nor (11) are examples a, b and c interchangeable with one another, although the truth-conditions of the sentences in (10) and (11) are identical. This implies that there is more to the semantics of natural language sentences than whether the question of the truth-conditions bestow synonymity on the same set of sentences.

In FG (Dik 1981:72ff) the following are the similarities in handling of Subj assignment:

(12) a. the types of constituents accessible to Subj assignment;
    b. the conditions under which such constituents are accessible to Subj assignment;
    c. the formal consequences of Subj assignment for the structure of the linguistic expression; and
    d. the subsequent rules of grammar which require crucial reference to the Subj function.

---

8Cf. Hess (1993:49ff). Dative in Hess (ibid) corresponds to Recipient in FG. It is also noted that patient à la Bloomfield (1933) in Hess (ibid) corresponds to Goal in FG. Here we use patient in Hess's description for Lushootseed, while goal is used in Dik's description for patient.
More often than not, the notion of Subj assignment prompts a discussion between an active and passive construction; however, in FG its association with voice-change is simply abandoned. The active-passive relation is considered to be only a special case of a much more general process. In principle, the Subj function can be assigned to any function in the SFH (9). From a broad range of data across languages, the following show how the Subj is employed:

(13) a. Subj assignment is not intrinsically restricted to Ag and Go arguments;
b. Subj assignment does not necessarily lead to any movement of arguments.

The next syntactic assignment must be the syntactic function Object. The possibilities of Obj(ect) assignment are more restricted than those of Subj assignment in (12). The occurrence of Obj assignment is dependent upon the occurrence of Subj assignment. That is, Obj assignment must follow Subj assignment. Obj assignment does not normally apply to Ag, since Ag arguments are the primary candidates for Subj assignment. In FG only two syntactic functions – Subj and Obj – are required. Formally, Subj and Obj assignment are expressed as the simple addition of the Subj and Obj function to arguments with specified semantic roles. Consider the following predication to which syntactic functions have been applied.

(14) \( \text{abyiv} (d1x_i; \text{man}_N(x_i); \text{old}_A(x_i))_{AgSubj} \{
\{ (d1x_j; \text{dog}_N(x_j))_{Go} \}
\{ (d1x_k; \text{boy}_N(x_k))_{Rec} \}_{Obj}
\)

This predication, which is based on example (11), shows that Obj can be assigned to either Go or Rec, e.g. (11a) \( \text{PaPa}yitob ?a ti lu? ?a ti sq^"abuy? \). 'The old man gave [someone] a dog,' and (11b) \( \text{PaPa}yitob ?a ti lu? ti čačas. \) 'The old man gave [something] to the boy.' In other words, it is possible to specify a perspective for either the goal or the recipient via the Obj function assignment. Since linear order is determined at the final stage of the FG's descriptive
procedure, the predication in (14) can be used for any language. The predication structure in (14) is independent of the constituent ordering patterns of any one specific language. Dik’s FG obtains typological adequacy by simply not specifying Obj function to a particular term at this stage of the grammar.

If we apply predication (14) to Korean, we have the constructions (15) and (16).

(15) noin-i sonyøn-ɛke kæ-lil ču-ɑs-ta.
    old-man (Ag)-Subj child (Rec)  dog (Go)-Obj  give-T/A-Dec
    'The old man gave a dog to the boy.'

(16) noin-ı sonyøn-il kæ-lil ču-ɑs-ta.
    old-man (Ag)-Subj child (Rec)-Obj dog (Go)  give-T/A-Dec
    'The old man gave the boy a dog.'

In (15), Obj is added to Go, while in (16) it is added to Rec. The assignment of Obj is selected by means of placing the viewpoint on either Go or Rec in (14). Either way, the structure of (14) remains intact.

The full inventory of Subj and Obj assignment for predication (14) is summarized in table (17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Object</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td></td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two assignments (17a) and (17b) cover examples (15) and (16) respectively. (17c) and (17d) are found in examples (18) and (19).

9Example (16) is the well-known double object (accusative) construction in Korean to be explored in chapter four.
(18) kæ-ka noin-e jihae sonyon-ekɛ ɛu-ɛi-oš-ta.
dog (Go) old man (Ag) child (Rec) gave-Pass-T/A-Dec
'The dog was given to the boy by the old man.'

(19) sonyon-i noin-eke ɛ ɛukæ-li  pat-oš-ta.
boy (Rec) old man (So) dog (Go) receive-T/A-Dec
'The boy received the dog from the old man.'

After the syntactic functions are assigned to (18) and (19), Subj appears on either the Go or Rec argument, giving (18') and (19'):

(18') kæ-ka noin-e jihae sonyon-ekɛ ɛu-ɛi-oš-ta.
dog (Go)-Subj old man (Ag) child (Rec) give-Pass-T/A-Dec
'The dog was given to the boy by the old man.'

(19') sonyon-i noin-eke ɛ ɛukæ-li  pat-oš-ta.
boy (Rec)-Subj old man (So) dog (Go) receive-T/A-Dec
'The boy received the dog from the old man.'

Put simply, Subj assignment in FG accounts for the changes in perspective without recourse to an active-passive shift. In fact, (19) simply employs a different predicate, namely the word for 'receive.'

Thus, Subj and Obj assignments effect no change in the input predication, except for those two syntactic functions to the relevant arguments. The following points are noteworthy.

(20)

a. The underlying semantic function of the argument submitted to Subj or Obj assignment is retained. This means that even in later stages of the description, Subj and Obj can be differentiated in terms of their underlying semantic functions.

b. Any argument not provided with a Subj or Obj function simply remains as it is, characterized only by its semantic function.

c. All of the formal effects of Subj and Obj assignment are taken care of by later rules which are applied only after the assignment of the pragmatic functions Theme and Tail, and Topic and Focus.
The ultimate order of constituents is determined by the interaction of the syntactic and pragmatic functions. First, the Subj or Obj function determines the positions the constituent has. Then pragmatic functions determine the ultimate linguistic expression. The Subj or Obj function is also responsible for the way the sentence constituents are marked by case or adpositions. If there is agreement between the verb and any other constituent in the clause, then the Subj is the first candidate and the Obj is the second candidate for fulfilling this agreement.

Languages differ with respect to which constituents can and which constituents cannot be assigned Subj and Obj function. In FG the variation across languages in this respect is controlled according to the SFH as illustrated in (9). This hypothesis in FG can be presented as follows (Dik, 1981:74):

\[(21) \quad \text{Ag} \rightarrow \text{Go} \rightarrow \text{Rec} \rightarrow \text{Ben} \rightarrow \text{Instr} \rightarrow \text{Loc} \rightarrow \text{Temp}\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subj</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ben</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apparently, Subj can be added to any semantic function. Obj can be added to any semantic function except Ag, when the Ag is occupied by Subj. The schema in (21) shows that the assignment of Subj and Obj functions becomes more "unusual" or "marked" as we pass through the SFH from left to right, both within and across languages.  

---

10 According to Dik (ibid:78), languages differ in the 'cut-off point' for the syntactic function assignments. For example, English has its cut-off point for Obj assignment after Ben(effective) as shown below:

John bought Mary_{BenObj} a drink.

As for Subj assignment, English has its cut-off point either before or after Ben. Compare the following with the above:

Mary_{BenSubj} was bought a drink by John.
2.1.4 Assignment of pragmatic functions

Within linguistic theory in general, the principle that pragmatic functions of some sort must play a role at some level in the description of natural languages is recognized without dispute. For instance, pragmatic functions have been organized into oppositions such as 'topic' versus 'comment;' 'theme' versus 'rhemé;' 'given' versus 'new;' and 'focus' versus 'presupposition.' These oppositions are *pragmatic functions* in so much as they can be predicated of constituents only with respect to some wider, extra sentential setting in which they occur. It is also known that they are all crucially dependent on pragmatic information in some way or another. In FG there are four pragmatic functions. They are theme, topic, focus and tail.

In FG, pragmatic functions, employing the so-called *left-dislocated* and *right-dislocated* constituents, are not to be regarded as part of the predication proper, but as constituents preceding and following the predication, and connected with it by way of some pragmatic characteristic. To express this characteristic, Dik (1981) assigns the pragmatic function Theme to left-dislocated constituents, and the pragmatic function Tail to right-dislocated constituents. Up to the point of the assignment of syntactic functions, principles and schemata have been developed inside the predication. A grammar must also provide the means for introducing predications preceded by a Theme and followed by a Tail (Dik, 1981:130ff).

\[(22) (x_1)_{Theme}, \text{Predication}, (x_2)_{Tail}\]

shows that both the Theme and the Tail are optional additions to a predication. That is, Theme and Tail functions are only loosely connected to a predication. According to Dik (ibid), the pragmatic status of these two functions are interpreted as in (23):

(23) a. A constituent with Theme function presents a domain or universe of discourse with respect to which it is relevant to pronounce the predication that follows it.
b. A constituent with Tail function presents, as an ‘afterthought’ to the predication, information meant to clarify or modify (some constituent contained in) the predication.

Besides theme and tail, Dik (ibid) assumes that the pragmatic functions Topic and Focus are relevant to the predication proper.

(24) a. A constituent with Topic function presents the entity ‘about’ which the predication predicates something in the given setting.
b. A constituent with Focus function presents the relatively most important or salient information with respect to the pragmatic information of the Speaker and the Addressee.

Dik (1981) emphasizes that FG does not adopt the view that each pragmatic function should effect a binary division of the linguistic expression such that, if we assign some pragmatic function $P_i$ to some constituent of a linguistic expression, the rest of the linguistic expression should necessarily have some pragmatic function $P_j$. Interestingly, although the notion of ‘presupposition’ in FG is regarded as a very important pragmatic notion, it is not considered to be a pragmatic function. Instead it is implicitly associated with linguistic expressions as in the following schema:

The assumption that $p$ is true is a presupposition and $L$ is some linguistic expression, then

(25) a. When a Speaker assumes that $p$ is true, he may express $L$.
b. When a Speaker expresses $L$, he must assume that $p$ is true.
c. When an Addressee hears a Speaker express $L$, he may infer that the Speaker assumes $p$ to be true.

If (25) provides an adequate account for the notion of presupposition, then the presuppositions may not be part of the linguistic expressions in which they are located. The correlation between the presupposition and the nuclear predication...
is linked by means of discourse rather than a rigid syntactic rule.

Let us examine several constructions in both Korean and Lushootseed employing pragmatic functions.

**Theme:**

By definition, Theme is a constituent which presents a domain or universe of discourse with respect to which it is relevant to pronounce a following predication. Despite its relevance to predications, the Theme is not to be regarded as a part of the predication. First, we shall review the Theme in Korean and Lushootseed, and examples in English in which the Theme is connected with the predication only via the pragmatic relation of relevance as shown here:

(26)  

a. tsehapilo-malhamyon kikæ-i kʰin ćokæ(i)ta.  
gaper-as for that-Nom big clam-to be-Dec  
'As for the gaper, that is a big clam.'

b. ćo kʰin ćokæ-ka tæhap-ita.  
that big clam-Nom gaper-to be-Dec  
'That big clam is a gaper.'

The following are the Lushootseed counterparts to (26):

(27)  

a. háʔac gʷəl láʔb hikʷ sʔáxʷuʔ.  
horse clam and-Conn very big clam  
'As for the horse clam, it is a big clam.'

b. laʔb hikʷ sʔáxʷuʔ tiʔi háʔac.  
very big clam that horse clam  
'(A) really big clam (is) that horse clam.'

The Theme terms in (26) and (27) are directly related to the predication in which the Theme behaves as an element of the predication set. The Themes above can also appear as part of the predication by repeating the noun, nominalization, pronominalization, clitic, etc. The examples above are straightforward in that

11These examples are from the *Dictionary of Puget Salish* (Hess, 1976:651).
the sentence-initial Theme(s) should be filled by some term(s), which may force us to be confined to the ‘extraction’ account for the origin of the Theme position.

Of course, there are certain constructions in which the Theme constituent does not have any natural source within the predication that follows it. In other words, the Theme constituent and the predication that follows it do not have a direct relationship which can be interpreted as part of the predication. Observe the following (Dik, ibid:133).12

(28) As for the students, adolescents almost never have any sense.
(29) As for Paris, the Eiffel Tower is really spectacular.
(30) As for the Centre, well, the less said about so-called ‘think tanks,’ the better.

The theme constituents the students, Paris, and the Centre do not originate from the predications. That is, a kind of macro-level universe in discourse is set up for the Theme constituent and the predication that follows it.

To cope with the implicit13 and explicit relations between a Theme constituent and the predication following it, Dik suggests that the Theme constituent is an element outside the domain of the predication. Its location is to the left of the predication as represented in (31).

(31) \((x_i)_\text{Theme}, (\phi \ldots (x_i) \ldots)\text{Predication}\)

In this schema, the optional status of the term \(x_i\) inside the predication allows the Theme function to be incorporated into the general schema of (22) regardless of the overt relation between the Theme constituent and the variable \(x_i\).

---

12Originally, (28) and (29) are from Ross (1970); and (30) is from Schwartz (1976).
13Quoting Grice (1957), FG adapts the pragmatic relation of relevance to relational communication as roughly shown below.

For any pair of Theme T and predication P to make sense, it must be relevant to pronounce P with respect to T.

The above is a condition on possible Theme-predication combinations.
Once again, the relationship between the Theme and the predication can be characterized by articulating that, for a given Theme $x_i$, the predication may be an open predication in $x_i$. This implies that the Theme constituent may be treated as a member outside the performative modality of the subsequent predication. That is, the predication in schema (31) has the full range of performative modalities such as declarative, imperative, and interrogative. Further, examples from other languages also favor the schema (31) above. Observe the Theme constituent with interrogative modality.

(32) My hometown? I haven't been there for ages.

Assuming that it is correct to assign Theme function to my hometown in (32), one may have a question from where the modality within my hometown comes. If it is extracted from the predication, there should be a rule which may introduce the interrogative mood to the Theme position. Otherwise, the interrogative modality must be introduced by some previous predication. However, if (31) applies to this situation, then there is no conflict between the declarative and the interrogative mood in (32).

**Topic:**

In FG Theme is in principle presented as independent of the predication, and the predication is adjusted to the Theme rather than the other way around. However, Topic (Dik, ibid:141) is considered to be part of a predication. The Topic function marks that constituent of a predication 'about' which the predication can be taken to predicate something. While the Theme constituent retains its independency of the predication involved, the Topic constituent is necessary for completion of a predication. Furthermore, while Theme is presented in 'absolute' form without any marking of semantic and syntactic functions, Topic
often carries the markings signalling its semantic and syntactic functions within the predication. However, these markings may be partially or wholly neutralized in languages which have a special Topic marker such as Korean -(n)in\textsuperscript{14} and Lushootseed \textsuperscript{15} constructions:

\begin{align*}
(33) \text{cunct}^{h}-\text{n}{-}\text{nin} & \quad \text{ssakkoto} \quad \text{cunct}^{h}{-}\text{li}{-}\text{(i)ta}. \\
\text{herring} & \quad \text{Top} & \quad \text{become stale-Emp} & \quad \text{herring to-be} \\
\text{‘As for herring, it is the best even though it becomes stale.’} & \\
\text{‘(As for fish,) the herring is the best even though it becomes stale.’} & \\
(34) \text{ti}{?}\text{?} & \quad \text{s}\text{?ax}{\text{‘}}\text{u}{?} \quad \text{g}{=}\text{al} & \quad \text{?}\text{u-}\text{dag}{\text{‘}} \text{-abac-bi-d} & \quad \text{?}\text{?} \text{ti}{?}\text{?} \text{sali}?.
\end{align*}

Dem butter clam Top Asp-inside-LS-2Stem-Tr Prt Dem two

‘As for the butter clam, it is between the [other] two.’

The above examples show that the topic element in the sentence can be replaced by the Subj function; hence, the question arises as to whether or not there is a distinctively assigned function for the Topic constituent independent of that for the Subj function. In FG, as expected, the two functions may coincide, but there is no requirement linking the two constituents with different syntactic and pragmatic functions in the sentence. Therefore, the general schema for the Theme function in (31) can be extended as follows:

\begin{align*}
(35) \text{(x}_i\text{)}_{\text{Theme}} & \quad \phi \quad \text{...} \quad \text{(x}_j\text{)}_{\text{Topic}} \text{...}
\end{align*}

As mentioned above, the value of \( i \) may be identical to that of \( j \). Up to this point, the reasoning behind the distinction of Theme and Topic in FG is said to be that the Theme is excluded from the domain of predication that follows it, while the pragmatic function Topic is included in the domain of predication.

\textsuperscript{14}Some readers may have more exposure to the Japanese topic marker –wa whose function in Japanese is very similar to -(n)in in Korean.
E.g. \text{Sakana}-wa \text{tai-ga} ii
fish Top red-snapper Subj good
‘As for fish, red-snapper is the best.’

\textsuperscript{15}According to Hess (1993:154), topicalization is achieved by placing \text{g}^\text{sal} after the topic, in effect treating the topic as an entire clause and using \text{g}^\text{sal} to introduce the following clause. Often, the first constituent, a demonstrative, may be omitted.
Note that Topic is not specified in terms of linear order.

The other two pragmatic functions recognized in FG may be thought of as being symmetrical to theme and topic. Let us briefly consider the third pragmatic function, Focus.

Focus:

The most important or salient information with respect to the pragmatic information the Speaker has for the Addressee is Focus. Constituents pertaining to pragmatic information shared by Speaker and Addressee are not Focus. Rather, the Speaker assigns Focus to those constituents in a discourse situation which contain new information in terms of pragmatic structure.\(^{16}\) Aside from realization by prosodic elements, the pragmatic function Focus may be shown with wh-question words. The typical operation of Focus assignment employing wh-question words is performed in the following order (Dik, ibid:149).

Suppose that at a given moment \(t_i\) in a communicative exchange between Speaker and Addressee the following conditions hold:

\[
(36) \quad 
\begin{align*}
1. & \text{ For a given open predication in } x_i, \phi \ldots (x_i) \ldots, \text{ the speaker assumes that there is a term } \delta \text{ such that if we substitute } \delta \text{ for } x_i \text{ in the open predication, the resulting predication } \phi \ldots (\delta) \ldots \text{ will be true; } \\
2. & \text{ the speaker does not know the identity of } \delta; \\
3. & \text{ the speaker assumes that the Addressee knows the identity of } \delta; \\
4. & \text{ and the speaker wants the Addressee to tell him the identity of } \delta.
\end{align*}
\]

Under the above conditions the Speaker can form a predication of the form \(\phi \ldots (Qx_i)_{Foc} \ldots\), in which a question word (Q) is assigned the Focus function. The question operator can be separated regardless of the variable \(x\). Hence, it

\(^{16}\) According to Givón (1990:699), even contrastive focus overlaps with other topics of grammar, since functional domains are not fully exclusive of each other. In addition, he quotes Bolinger (1981) in which the following is suggested concerning focus of assertion: "... every semantic peak is contrastive ..."
is presumed that all question terms receive Foc(us) function.

In detail, a wh-question thus counts as a request from the Speaker to
the Addressee to give him a true value $\delta$ for the questioned term $x_i$. Now if
we consider the moment $t_{i+1}$, the Addressee will realize the above pragmatic
information launched by the Speaker. From the perspective of the Addressee, if
the following two items hold at $t_{i+1}$,

(37) 1. the Addresses does indeed know a true value $\delta$ for the questioned
term $x_i$, and
2. the Addressee is prepared to tell the speaker the identity of $\delta$,
then the Addressee can form a predication of the form $\phi \ldots (\delta)_{\text{Foc}} \ldots$ as an
answer to the question. The term $\delta$ is also assigned Foc function, since the term
$\delta$ is the only information which is projected as new from the Addressee. Con­
sequently, the constituent which receives Focus function provides the requested
identity from the wh-question. Let us consider the following wh-questions in
Lushootseed:17

(38) ?os-?axid k"i dax^w-a-s-tag^w-ax^w ?o ti?a? qa^wqa
Asp-why Art pref-Nomn-hungry Prt this Raven
‘Why is Raven hungry?’

(39) ?os-talex^w k"i tu-e-huy-s.
Asp-how Art Mod(Irr)-Nomn-make-3SgAg
‘How will he manage?’

The corresponding constructions in Korean are given in (40) and (41);
however, notice that the wh-question words in Korean are only optionally fronted
after the expression rules have been applied.

(40) kalkamakwi-ka wae pakeop^w-ayo?18
raven-Nom why hungry-Q
‘Why is Raven hungry?’

---

18 wae kalkamakwi-ka pakeop^w-ayo? is also grammatical.
(41) ki-ka őttahke hēnaka-l-kkayo.
he-Nom how manage-Q
'How will he manage?'

The wh-question words naturally receive the pragmatic function Foc, since they are new information in a given discourse between the Speaker and the Addressee. We shall return to a discussion of Focus in appendix B. Rather, we have briefly the fourth pragmatic function in FG, viz. Tail function.

Tail:

By definition, Tail, as an ‘afterthought’ to the predication, characterizes constituents which present information meant to clarify or modify the predication. The Tail function can be compared to the Theme function in terms of the application domain of predication. In FG the Tail function is assigned to a constituent outside the open predication, applied to the explication of the Theme. Tail comes after the predication in question, as opposed to the initial position in the case of Theme.

Let us investigate the Tail function and see whether it matches well with the Theme discussed earlier.

As mentioned in the section on Theme, the left- and right-dislocands are illustrated in the following passages (from Siewierska 1991:150).

(42) So what I confess to is a certain ... feeling of dissatisfaction ... in some of the habits 'n' expressions of students that come to me particularly English expression, spelling, punctuation. Once again, very basic skills, I'm often very dissatisfied with them.

(43) Both of my brothers came back, uh but one went up to New Guinea and was uh shot through the throat 'n' the bullet came out in his out his back ... Yes it was there a long time, the bullet, in fact and he had to have it removed, the bullet.
In (42), the initial constituent, *very basic skills* is resumed in the main predication by a co-denotational item, a pronoun here. In (43), the final constituent, *the bullet* is co-denotational with an entity in the predication, a pronoun again. The Tail is typically located after the predication. Like the Theme, the Tail will also be set off from the preceding predication by means of an intonational contour. Observe the following with italicized Tail functions (Dik, ibid:153).

(44) He's a nice chap, your brother.
(45) I didn't like it very much, that book of yours.
(46) I like John very much, your brother I mean.
(47) John gave that book to a girl, in the library.

As with every logical possibility in the distribution of Theme, there is a question of the extent to which the Tail constituents should be regarded as being 'extracted' from the predication. In many cases, it is presumed that some kind of extraction must be involved. In (44) the Speaker produces the predication 'he's a nice chap' without Addressee knowing whom he is talking about, and then only later realizes that the referent of *he* should be specified as 'your brother.' In terms of the Speaker's behaviour we would rather assume something like the following to be the case here; in detail, the Speaker has the full predication corresponding to "your brother is a nice chap" at his disposal, but at first believes that it is sufficient for the Speaker to use *he* for referring to the argument; only later does he add the fuller specification as a Tail to the predication.

In (46) it is not necessary to assume that at the moment the Speaker produces the word *John*, the underlying term must be more fully specified as your brother John. The Tail in (46) may add information which was not contained in the original predication. In (47) the satellite of the predication, denoting the spatial dimension, is another example of Tail in which only the second thought is
carried out to the preceding predication. If this pragmatic information is added, the predication will be schematically illustrated as follows:

(48) Predication, \((x_j)_\text{Tail}\)

where the general condition on possible Tails is that they should be interpretable as a further specification or modification of the predication. Note that the Theme can show the modal difference from that in the original predication, e.g. interrogatives, and so on. The Tail, as the extra-clausal pragmatic function, has undergone a similar modification of the predication, but not so radical as the changes in mood as in the case of Theme. Observe the following (from Dik, ibid:154).

(49) John won't be invited, eh... Bill I mean.

The above shows that the Tail need not be a further ‘spelling out’ of information already contained in the predication. That is, the Tail constituent must in some way or other specify or modify the preceding predication. That partial independence of the Tail, however, does not complete predication as is the case with the Theme. However, it is a sufficient condition for spelling out of pragmatic information in a given discourse. Let us consider the following examples in French (modified and adopted from Dik, ibid:155).

(50) a. Nous lui avons donné le livre hier, à ta sœur.
     b. *Nous lui avons donné le livre hier, ta sœur.

In Korean, the same construction is as follows:

(51) a. uli-ka ace ki-eke ki čaek-il cu-ass-ta, ki yoča-eke.
     we yesterday (s)he-to Det book gave Det woman-Dat

     we yesterday (s)he-to Det book gave Det woman

'We gave the book to her yesterday, to/*s that woman'
These examples show that in French and Korean Tail must have a marking corresponding to the constituent of the predication in which further specification of information is contained. This need implies that the Tail carries not only semantic but also syntactic function.
Part II

Causatives
Chapter 3
The causative constructions

3.1 Definition of causatives

By definition, causatives refer to the causal relationship of two arguments – Causer and Causee – between alternative versions of a sentence. A well-known pair of examples in English is: *The cat killed the mouse* and *The mouse died.* The two sentences are related in the sense that the transitive *kill* can be regarded as a 'causative' version of the intransitive *die;* that is, 'cause to die.' Similarly, some affixes which are usually attached to the predicate head, such as *-ize* in English, change the whole sentence into a causative one. In addition to lexical (*kill* vs. *die*) and morphological *-ize* causatives, there are periphrastic, that is syntactic, causatives in many languages, e.g., *Mary had the baker deliver the bread* versus *The baker delivered the bread.* But regardless of type, a causative predicate requires one more argument than the corresponding non-causative predicate (Cf. Comrie, 1976).

Although *causative construction* could refer to any grammatical device that encodes causation, the traditional and current linguistic usage typically limits the term to the above three types and, in particular, to cases involving an added argument, the causer. Before turning our attention to the causative in Korean and Lushootseed, we shall consider the views of several scholars concerning causatives.
3.1.1 Comrie: The number of arguments in causatives

Comrie (1976) assumes that causative constructions derive from a matrix clause and an embedded clause. The latter clause represents a non-causative sentence such as Mary gives a book to Fred; while the former expresses the ultimate initiator of an event, John causes, for example, in a sentence like John causes Mary to give a book to Fred. See (1) and (2).¹

(1) John caused Mary to give the book to Fred.

(2) John cause-give Mary the book to Fred.

On the basis of a very broad language sample, Comrie suggests that the surface representation of such structures as (1) is that shown in (2). That is, the causative element, whether an affix or an independent word, and the verb of the embedded clause are fused,² so that in the resulting surface sentence there

¹MS corresponds to matrix subject; ES corresponds to embedded subject; EDO corresponds to embedded direct object; and EIO corresponds to embedded indirect object.
²Usually, two verbs appear disjunctively in English syntax. However, one counterexample is as follows:
is no longer any clause embedding. There is, of course, an added NP, namely
initiator, the Causer.

Comrie (1976:261) points out that there are some languages in the world
that simply do not have surface structures that correspond to the given under­
lying structure – that is, they do not have structures that are causative by our
definition. He claims, however, that the vast majority does (ibid). For this ma­
jority there is no restriction on the formation of causatives. And, in general, the
causative sentence has one more argument – that which expresses the causer –
than its corresponding non-causative sentence. Languages treat this added ar­
gument, the causer, as subject (by case marking, word order, etc.). That is, the
subject of the corresponding non-causative sentence is displaced in the derived
causative.

According to Comrie (but challenged by Dik as detailed below), the dis­
placed subject usually appears in the derived causative construction in a position
following the syntactic positions of the other arguments that happen to be in
the sentence. Thus, if the non-causative sentence had simply a subject and an
object, the derived causative has a subject, object and indirect object; and it
is the former, non-causative subject that is the indirect object. Observe (3) in
Turkish (from Comrie, ibid:263).

(3) Dişçi mektub-u mûdûr-e imzala-t-ti.
    dentist letter DO director IO sign Caus Past
    "The dentist made the director sign the letter."

If there was an indirect object in the non-causative sentence, then the subject
of the derived causative is expressed in some other oblique constituent.

One may question whether or not the causative element let is cliticized. This question,
however, is beyond the scope of the current investigation.
Dişçi Hasan-a mektub-u müdûr tarafından göster-t-ti.
'dentist H. IO letter DO director by show Cause Past'
'The dentist made the director show the letter to Hasan.'

Of course, an intransitive non-causative is transitive in its causative derivation and the former subject is now object.

Je ferai courir Roger.
'I make (fut) run Roger'

This "repositioning" of the former subject is summarized in (6).

Subj(ect) – direct object (DO) – indirect object (IO) – other oblique constituents (Obl)

After adding the causer, the embedded subject is shifted from Subj position to the leftmost position that is not already occupied. Comrie considers this ordering as a hierarchy, with subject at the top and other oblique constituents at the bottom.

3.1.2 Givón: Agentivity to causatives

Givón (1984:107) claims that agentivity is scaled very much the same in all languages, as a cluster of properties as shown in (7).

(7) a. Humanity: human > animate > inanimate > abstract
b. Causation: direct cause > indirect cause > non-cause
c. Volition: strong intent > weak intent > non-voluntary
d. Control: clear control > weak control > no control
e. Saliency: very obvious/salient > less obvious/salient > unobvious/nonsalient

On this scale the core property is obviousness/saliency of cause. Thus, a prototypical agent is human, direct, deliberate, controlling and obvious causer.

---

3Independently motivated, the paradigm case of causative constructions has a common feature with the relative accessibility of noun phrase positions to relativization (Cf. Keenan & Comrie 1977). That is, subjects are easier to relativize than direct objects, and so forth. In short, Comrie identifies the syntactic typology of causative constructions with part of the linguistic universals realized in the hierarchy.
Among the manipulative verbs, e.g. make, take, ask, order, etc., there are periphrastic causatives in which the semantic relation between the main and subordinate clause is defined by Givón as in (8).

(8) Semantic definition of manipulative verbs
   a. The main clause codes a manipulation by one agent of another potential agent.
   b. The manipulating agent is coded as the subject of the main clause, the manipulee as its object.
   c. The complement clause codes the target event performed – or to be performed – by the manipulee.
   d. The manipulee is the subject-agent of the complement clause.

Morpho-lexical causativization is also found at the top of the manipulative-causative portion of this scale. In fact, Givón believes that the manipulative causative type evolved from the morpho-lexical causativization. He claims that causative affixes are the diachronic consequence of co-lexicalization.

Further down the scale Givón (1990) points out that many languages allow reasonable leeway in assigning non-agent subjects to prototypically transitive verbs, by analogy with real agents. In English, for example, the following transitive verbs can take “less-than-agentive” subjects.

(9) a. Liquor killed him. (‘He drank liquor, and that [act] killed him.’)
    b. The house sleeps six people. (‘Six people can sleep in the house.’)

In (9), entities that cannot really initiate an event are nevertheless construed as doing so. They become “causer” and are marked syntactically as agent-subject.

Givón also claims that the directionality of the scale vis-à-vis the construction of agentivity is universal, although cultures (or at least the languages that represent them) differ at the point along the scale at which non-agents can be construed as agents.
3.1.3 Dik: Predicate formation

Dik (1980a) finds some exceptions among the above generalizations. Often, there are examples in which no morphological change is detected after a certain expansion in grammatical function has been added to the original verb. To account for the increasing number of complements in the morphologically unchanged predicate, three possibilities are suggested. The first is to increase the number of complements. The second is to decrease the number of complements when the predicate with more complements is considered as basic. The third is to readjust the number of complements from an underlying structure.

Similarly, a general principle governing the causative operation is the tendency for languages to avoid doubling up on the same grammatical relation. Since the newly introduced causer appears in Subj position, the Causee agent must employ grammatical relation other than Subj. The change toward the lower end of the hierarchy in (6) is called “demotion.” Observe the following in French.4

(10)  
  a. Jean marche.  
      John walks  
  b. Pierre fait marcher Jean (DO).  
      Peter lets walk John

(11)  
  a. Jean ouvre la porte.  
      John opens the door  
  b. Pierre fait ouvrir la porte à Jean (IO).  
      Peter lets open the door to John  
      ‘Peter lets John open the door.’

(12)  
  a. Jean donne un cadeau à Marie.  
      John gives a present to Mary  
  b. Pierre fait donner un cadeau à Marie par Jean (Obl).  
      Peter lets give a present to Mary by John  
      ‘Peter lets John give a present to Mary.’

4DO represents direct object; IO represents indirect object; and Obl represents oblique object.
In (11b) the embedded subject Jean becomes IO following the prediction in (6). In (12b) the embedded subject Jean becomes Obl, since the DO and IO positions are occupied. However, there is an alternative construction to (11b) in which the embedded subject appears in Obl position. Consider the following:

(13) Pierre fait ouvrir la porte par Jean (Obl)
   Peter lets open the door by John

Interestingly, the demotion in (13) is performed one step further than that predicted in the hierarchy. The IO position in (13) is left unoccupied. According to Dik (1980a), there are few languages which fully bear out the predictions based on Comrie’s relational hierarchy in (6). Moreover, in some languages, the embedded subject may take on a grammatical relation already present in the construction. Observe (14) in Korean:

(14) čalsu-ka yŏghi-ka ka-ke hæssta.
    ‘Chulsoo made Younghee go.’

The Causee agent remains in Subj position after the clauses unify into one complex construction. This kind of doubling also appears in DO position in Korean.

While scrutinizing syntactic doubling, Dik (1980a:60) suggests that Dutch doubling in DO position is not an exception to the relational hierarchy, but a general rule for the causative construction in Dutch. In other words, the Causee subject may appear as DO in Dutch, although the DO position is already occupied by another argument. These Dutch constructions throw doubt on the validity of Comrie’s relational hierarchy in explaining the general properties of the causatives. After observing numerous examples of doubling and extended demotion, Dik concludes that there is more involved in the treatment of the embedded subject in causative constructions than mere mechanical demotion.
3.2 Syntactic causatives and lexical causatives

3.2.1 Preamble

The productive forms of the causative are periphrastic in Korean (as they are in English), the form of which is -ke hata ‘make [someone] do [something],’ while nonproductive forms employ a causative suffix depending upon the morphological environment of the verb. In fact, there are seven allomorphs of the causative suffix.

In Lushootseed, on the other hand, there is only a morphological causative. It has two shapes, -txw when final, otherwise -tu-. Cross-linguistic studies suggest that isolating languages tend to employ auxiliary causative verbs, while agglutinative languages tend to employ affixes. Both Korean and Lushootseed bear this out.

3.2.2 The periphrastic and affixal causatives in Korean

First of all, we will consider the ‘-ke hata’ construction in Korean. (16) is the causative construction of (15). The syntactic process of causativization employs the complementizer -ke and a matrix verb -hata ‘do.’ The complementizer -ke is attached to the embedded predicate which is a verb.

(15) sonyon-i čip-e ka-ss-ta.
    boy-Nom home-to go-T/A-Dec
    ‘The boy went home.’

(16) poknam-i sonyon-il čip-e ka-ke hae-ss-ta.
    Boknam-Nom boy-Acc home-to go-Comp do/make-T/A-Dec
    ‘Boknam took the boy home,’ or
    ‘Boknam made the boy go home.’

In (16) a new argument is introduced as the causing agent. As the pair (15) and (16) shows, the causative construction in Korean changes the semantic role of the complement sonyon ‘boy’ from agent in (15) to patient in (16). The change
in case particle from -i to -il reflects this difference.

The examples in (17) and (18) are a pair describing a certain causal event in which sonyon ‘a boy’ becomes the newly introduced Causer. The unified verb takes one of the causative allomorphs according to the morpho-phonological environment.

(17) kog-i kubssta.
ball-Nom rolled
‘A ball rolled.’

(18) sonyon-i kog-il kul-li-ass-ta.
boy-Nom ball-Acc roll-Caus-T/A-Dec
‘A boy rolled a ball.’

In Korean there is a morphological process of causativization in which one of seven allomorphs — -i, -hi, -li, -ki, -u, -chu or -ku is added to the verb. (18) has the allomorph -li. This morphological causative was widely used with Sino-Korean verbs at least as early as the Middle Korean period. Documents from the 15th century attest to its use. In the modern day language, however, the process is no longer as productive as before.

Concerning the case particles after causativization, the following gives an idea of changes in grammatical relations which is not solely dependent on the hierarchy in (6). Consider (19).

(19) sonyon-i čip-e ka-ke hæ-ss-ta.
boy-Nom home-to go-Comp do/make-T/A-Dec
‘[Someone] made the boy go home.’

The case particle -il in sonyon-i is anticipated, when observing the periphrastic causative construction in (19). Example (19) is also naturally conceivable as having the Acc case particle, except for the lack of causing agent. It is difficult to assume that the case particle on the complement (Caussee agent) denotes the relation-changing device via the notion of demotion, since the complement of the causative predicate can even be omitted in colloquial speech. In other
words, neither does the surface case particle (Nom) necessarily signal the complement’s subjecthood in the original position, nor does its derived position after causativization. That is, the argument-dropping feature in both Korean and Lushootseed behaves similarly whenever the participants in discourse already know references of the omitted argument, e.g. *nae-ka [sonyon-i] čip-e ka-ke haassta ‘I made [the boy] go home’ from (19). A sentence without the Causee, [sonyon-i] ‘the boy’ in this example, is understood without any hesitation. That is, example (19) may retrieve the omitted complement such as *nae-ka ‘I,’ or poknam-i ‘Boknam-Nom’ in (16). It depends on the common knowledge between the speaker and the addressee. Note that the case particle for the Causer agent remains the same, which is the nominative case particle -i or -ka.

The extent to which speakers of Korean are able to drop complements is illustrated in (20), which lacks both agent and patient (Go).

(20) čip-e ka-ke hae-ss-ta.
home-to go-Comp do/make-T/A-Dec
‘[Someone] made [someone] go home.’

The predication in which the causative predicate in (20) operates seems to follow a different principle. If the two complements have the nominative case particle, word order makes up for the missing information due to the doubling of the syntactic position. If there is no argument as in (20), then discourse replaces the detailed semantic roles previously presented. It is obvious that the semantic roles of omitted arguments in (20) are preserved by discourse. Observe the morphological causative employing a new verb in (21) which cannot have the two complements in the nominative case particle.

(21) sonyon-*i/il čip-e ponæssta.
boy-Nom home-to sent
‘[Someone] sent the boy home.’

Unlike the omitted complement in (20), the nominative case particle cannot ap-
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pear in (21). That is to say, the syntactic causative construction in (20) allows the nominative as well as the accusative case particle. The syntactic causative implies that the causer should be an animate doer. From the viewpoint of semantic functions, it is plausible to say that there are an agent and a patient/goal rather than a newly introduced subject and an embedded subject assumed in the given event of (20). On the contrary, the lexical predication in (21) has stricter constraints which allow only a nominative and accusative combination of case particles.

In this section, I have been concerned with the semantic functions of arguments in Korean, which result in the appearance of a certain case particle. In the next section, we observe the Lushootseed causativization, which does not explicitly increase the number of sentential complements in third person, as we will see in the next section.

3.2.3 The morpheme -tx“/ -tu- in Lushootseed

The causative construction in Lushootseed is formed with the suffix -tx“.
It is pronounced -tu- when non-final on the predicate head. Consider (22) and (23).

(22) ?u-uxw ti čačas.
Asp-go Det boy
'The boy went.'

(23) ?u-uxw-txw ti čačas.
Asp-go-Caus Det boy
'[Someone] took the boy somewhere.'

Sentence (22) has only one argument, and it expresses the agent or doer. (23) is a similar sentence with the same argument, this time serving as patient. Its predicate bears the causative suffix -txw. The English gloss in (23) can be paraphrased as '[someone] causes the boy to go somewhere.' Consider the
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following with -tu-

Asp-go home-Caus-Tr prep Det child
'The boy took [someone] home.'

The causative constructions in (23) and (24) might be considered to add a place holder to a regular predicate, forming patient oriented predicates (Hess, 1993:25ff). Apparently, the morpheme -txw/-tu- in addition to producing a causative construction changes the semantic function of the complement from agent in (22) into patient in (23). Then, one may well question how this Lushootseed morphological process can add one more semantic role without any overt change in the number of complements. One explanation is that the predicate becomes a different verb, the truth condition of which does not require two overt complements. The other is to assume that the Causer is omitted after causativization, since this language's third person marker is zero in matrix clauses. Even though we adopt the first approach here, it is still presumed that there are semantic roles of Causer and Causee in the logical form of the given event: '[Someone] took [somebody] somewhere.' The second explanation becomes weak when the first and second person arguments appear in the given event, because the first and second person pronouns are expressed in Lushootseed. Hence, accounting for an additional argument after causativization becomes a problem.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 Doubling of grammatical relations

While the Lushootseed examples above show that one argument is enough even after -txw or -tu- is added to the non-causative predicate, there are examples where more than one grammatical relation appears. Consider the following in
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Korean:

(25) ai-ka pap-il mak-oss-ta.
    child-Nom meal-Acc eat-T/A-Dec
    'The child ate a meal.'

(26) amma-ka ai-lil pap-il mak-i-ass-ta.
    mommy-Nom child-Acc meal-Acc eat-Caus-T/A-Dec
    'Mommy fed the child a meal.'

(27) amma-ka ai-eke pap-il mak-ke hae-ss-ta.
    mommy-Nom child-Dat meal-Acc eat-Comp make/do-T/A-Dec
    'Mommy made the child eat.'

In (26) the morphological causative construction has two DOs. Since there is already a DO argument in (25), the demotion of the Causee argument is expected to end in IO position. That is, ai-lil 'child-Acc' which appears in DO position of (26) would be expected by (6) above to have been ai-eke, that is an IO. Nevertheless, (26) is not only acceptable in Korean, it is quite ordinary. As shown in (19), there are Korean examples where the Causee agent remains in Subj position after causativization. In addition, we can extend doubling to IO position when there is an IO argument in the non-causative sentence. Consider the following:

(28) amma-ka ai-eke pap-il cu-oss-ta.
    mommy-Nom child-Dat meal-Acc give-T/A-Dec
    'Mommy gave a meal to the child.'

(29) nee-ka amma-eke ai-eke pap-il cu-ke hae-ss-ta.
    I-Nom mommy-Dat child-Dat meal-Acc give-comp do/make-T/A-Dec
    'I had mom give a meal to the child.'

In (28) there is an IO argument as well as a DO argument. After causativization it is anticipated that the Causee subject will be demoted to Obl, since the DO and IO positions are already occupied. Furthermore, Obl doubling is not an exception to Comrie's case paradigm, since the Obl position is a place holder
used when more than four arguments appear in a sentence. But these two syntactic doublings – of DOs and IOs – are typical case readjustments after syntactic processes.\(^5\)

Now, let us consider the following Lushootseed examples, which do not have any complements:

(30) ?u-ťuk\(^{\text{w}}\).
    Asp-go
    ‘[Someone] went home.’

(31) ?u-ťuk\(^{\text{w}}\)-tx\(^{\text{w}}\).
    Asp-go-Caus
    ‘[Someone] took [someone] home.’

As seen in (31), the causative morpheme -tx\(^{\text{w}}\) is added without specifying one more complement. According to Hess (ibid), such verb-only sentences are common and considered to be good Lushootseed style. Further, the [someone] can be he/she/it/they, as in He took her home, They took him home, etc. In third person, Lushootseed causativization does not require any change in the number of complements. In other words, it is possible to entirely omit specific mention of agent and patient, leaving only the verb. This morphological process is productive, whereas there is no periphrastic causative in the language.

Next, let us consider some more details about arguments in Lushootseed (from Hess, 1976:382).

(32) ?u-qq\(^{\text{p}}\) tiʔa? buʔq\(^{\text{w}}\).
    Asp-land Det waterfowl
    ‘The waterfowl alighted.’

(33) ?u-qq\(^{\text{p}}\)-ad tiʔa? hud.
    Asp-land-Tr Det fire
    ‘[Someone] smothered the fire.’

\(^5\)Syntactic doubling is considered unusual, an exception, by Comrie (1974:8).
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(34) ?u-qap-txʷ tiʔəʔ Xulasaqʷ.
Asp-land-Caus Det airplane
'Someone landed the airplane.'

In (32) there is no patient. In (33) there is a patient and an unexpressed agent affects it directly, while in (34), the airplane is what actually lands but some unexpressed pilot is responsible for the plane’s landing. When reviewing these examples, we realize that none of these three predicates changes the number of arguments as the valency⁶ increases. Rather, the more complex a predicate becomes by affixation, the greater the number of arguments for it. But the increase in the number of complements in (33) and (34) is not obvious. In other words, if the language has a strong constraint limiting the number of arguments or complements, the aforementioned claim becomes weak after transitivization in (33) and causativization in (34). In (33) an actant is implied, but Lushootseed grammar does not permit its overt expression. Similarly in (34) the pilot cannot be expressed. Implicitly, the causative morpheme motivates the Addressee’s understanding that someone else is involved.

If there were a first person argument in (32) and (33), we would have the following:

(35) ?u-qəʔ-əd cad tiʔəʔ hud.
Asp-land-Tr 1Sg Det fire
'I smothered the fire.'

(36) ?u-qəʔ-txʷ cad tiʔəʔ Xulasaqʷ.
Asp-land-Caus 1Sg Det airplane
'I landed the airplane.'

The first person pronoun cad can be agent as in (35) and (36). It can also appear

⁶The term is borrowed from chemistry, and is used in linguistics to refer to the number and type of bonds which syntactic elements may form with each other. The concept of valency can be seen, as far as its ancestry within linguistics is concerned, as something which takes over and extends the more traditional notions of transitivity and government (Lyons 1977:486). If a verb takes only the subject element, it has a valency of one, or is monovalent. If a verb takes both subject and direct object, then it has a valency of two, or is bivalent, and so on.
as patient, as in (37):

\[(37) \text{̓tu-}ł̌k^*w-\text{tu-b} \quad \text{čad} \quad ?o \quad \text{ti čačas.}
\]

\[\text{Asp-go-Caus-Tr} \quad 1\text{Sg prep Det (M.) child}
\]

'The boy took me home.'

According to Hess,\(^7\) not only word order but also world order\(^8\) shows us the semantic functions of arguments in Lushootseed. Nonetheless, grammatical relations seem to be doubled from the viewpoint of morphology in (32) after causativization. \(\text{tiʔəʔ̓x̌ul̓əsq̓w}\) 'the airplane' becomes Causee after the causative morpheme \(-tx^w\) is added. It is important to note that Lushootseed never permits more than one direct complement per clause. The čad-word and the direct complement appear in Subj and DO position in (35) and (36). The word order suggests which one is in Subj position. By means of a special suffix, \(-b\), a second NP can be added in the form of a prepositional phrase. This construction raises another question which is to be investigated in the next section.

### 3.3.2 Extended demotion

According to the relational hierarchy in (6), it has been the case that when the embedded subject is demoted in the hierarchy, it is demoted to the next available empty position. In the previous section, we have seen syntactic doubling in DO and IO position. By contrast, if the Causee after causativization is demoted more steps than expected, then we shall get an empty syntactic position in the hierarchy. The hierarchy is repeated here:

\[(38) \text{Subj} \quad \text{DO} \quad \text{IO} \quad \text{Obl}
\]

A certain syntactic position in (38) is not occupied by a demoted argument

---

\(^7\)From a talk by T. Hess at the Salish Morphosyntax Workshop held at the University of Victoria, March 1994.

\(^8\)The culturally defined relation between the Speaker and the Addressee is different from that in Western Culture.
during the process. We have such an example from French in (13), repeated here as in (41), in which DO is empty. This example may be interpreted as being derived from a passive construction before causativization. Let us re-examine the extended demotion.

(39) a. Jean donne un cadeau à Marie. (=$(12))
   John gives a present to Mary
b. Pierre fait donner un cadeau à Marie par Jean (Obl)
   Peter lets give a present to Mary by John
   ‘Peter lets John give a present to Mary.’

If we consider another explanation for extended demotion, as argued by Seuren (1972), (41) may not in fact be an exception to the paradigm case. Observe the following:

(40) a. Un cadeau est donné à Marie par Jean.
   a present is given to Mary by John
   ‘A present is given to Mary by John.’
b. Pierre fait s[un cadeau donner à Marie par Jean]
c. Pierre fait s[donner un cadeau à Marie par Jean]
   ‘Peter lets John give a present to Mary.’

The occurrence of Obl par Jean arises through passivization of the embedded sentence. Hence, we have (40c). Along these lines, the passivization approach can handle the extended demotion in (13), repeated in (41).

(41) Pierre fait ouvrir la porte par Jean. (=$(13))
   Peter lets open the door by John
   ‘Peter lets John open the door.’

The Obl argument par Jean ‘by John’ suggests that the preposition par is a remnant of passivization before causativization.

Interestingly enough, Korean extended demotions are found in IO rather than in Obl. Observe the following:

(42) kō-ŋ-i kull-ass-t. nib
     ball-Nom roll-T/A-Dec
     ‘A ball rolled.’
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(43) sonyon-i kog-il/*-eke kul-li-ass-ta.
boy-Nom ball-Acc/*Dat roll-Caus-T/A-Dec
‘A boy made the ball roll.’

In (42) the Dative case particle is not acceptable, but the predicted DO in the hierarchy is grammatical. However, if we have an animate Causee, then the following is also acceptable:

(44) sonyon-i čip-e ka-ss-ta. (=15)
boy-Nom home-to go-T/A-Dec
‘A boy went home.’

(45) nae-ka sonyon-il/-eke čip-e ka-ke hae-ss-ta.
I-Nom boy-Acc/Dat home-to go-Comp make/do-T/A-Dec
‘I made the boy go home.’
‘I allowed the boy to go home.’

In (45) the demoted Causee can appear as either DO or IO. The DO, namely, the human causee, can be demoted to IO position, leaving DO empty. The syntactic causative construction in (45) has a meaning of permission as well as causation.

In Lushootseed we have seen the extended demotion in (37) with a preposition ?a. Two additional Lushootseed examples follow:

(46) ?u-?oX-tu-b čød ?a tsi luX.
Asp-come-Caus-Tr 1Sg Prep Det (F.) old
‘The old woman brought me.’

Asp-go-Caus-Tr 2Sg Q Prep Det people
‘Did the people take you home?’

After -tu- is added, the newly introduced causer must take one of the syntactic positions in (38). Each causative predicate in (46) and in (47) has a prepositional phrase as agent. The causee remains as DO; the causer appears in Obl, leaving Subj and IO empty. However, it is not clear how to distinguish IO from Obl. Lushootseed has a construction in which a bare NP conveys the Obl
argument in English.\(^9\)

### 3.4 Remedies for the shortcomings

#### 3.4.1 Morphological approach

From another point of view, the causativization process may be interpreted in terms of derivational morphology. Derivational morphology refers to one of the two main processes of word formation, the other being inflectional. A frequently cited criterion to distinguish the two morphological processes is that the result of a derivational process may be a different syntactic category from that of the word to which the process applies, whereas an inflectional process never changes the syntactic category of the word. Even when derivational affixes do not cause a change in syntactic categories, other sorts of large meaning differences can result from derivational processes. The changes in meaning after causativization are so substantial that the triggering morpheme of the causative constructions is derivational rather than inflectional. Typically, derivational affixes also occur closer to the root morpheme than inflectional ones. However, the distinction between the two morphological processes is not always clear-cut, as we will see later.

From a morphological perspective, Comrie (1985) treats causatives as formed by a derivational process. Causative verbs, in fact, are derived not only from verbs, but also from non-verbs such as adjectives, nouns, etc. He is particularly concerned with what the dividing-line is between derivational mor-

\(^9\)For instance, an Oblique argument is signalled in verb morphology as follows:

\[
\text{Asp-go-Caus-Ben-Tr Det boy}
\]

\[
\text{‘[Someone] took [something/someone] somewhere for the boy.’}
\]

The beneficiary is a prepositional phrase in English, whereas it is in DO position in Lushootseed. The term yi-role covers benefactive, dative, indirect object, recipient and provides for a possible second object according to Hess (1993:47).
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phology, syntax and inflectional morphology on the one hand, and derivational morphology and the lexicon as a structured list on the other. The term 'derivation' itself implies a kind of directional modification from an underlying to a surface representation. Here, the root morphemes with which we are concerned are mainly verbs, but they can be nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, and so on. That is, a non-verbal predicate can be the predicate head of the causative operation.

To cope with the demand as to how to describe the derivational situation of the new predicate, it seems quite reasonable to examine the valency of the new verbs. According to Comrie, the decrease or increase in the number of objects, with a change of valency in the latter case, often utilizes the same formal mechanism. He also reports that where rearrangement involves transforming some peripheral argument of the verb (e.g. an instrumental phrase) into an argument more closely bound to the verb (a direct object), the effects of valency-increase and valency-rearrangement are often indistinguishable. Some instances of valency-rearrangement are similar to valency-decrease. Observe the following, in which the increase of valency is not explicitly demonstrated in Korean:

(48) haepyøt\textsuperscript{A}\textsubscript{-i} paqan-e ččo-i-øss-ta.
    sunshine-Nom room inside-Loc shine-Suf-T/A-Dec
    'The sun shone in the room.'
(49) ki yača-ka haepyøt\textsuperscript{A}\textsubscript{-e} koč\textsuperscript{A}\textsubscript{u}-lil ččo-i-øss-ta.
    Det woman-Nom sunshine-Loc pepper-Acc air (out)-Caus-T/A-Dec
    'The woman aired out [red] peppers.'

The above pair illustrates the fact that it is difficult to decide which one is the underlying construction before valency-change. Or, one may assume that the two examples in (48) and (49) are derived from a common underlying construction. Moreover, the verb morphology of the two sentences above is identical. In other words, the causative construction in (49) does not reveal itself by means
of verb morphology. The number of arguments increases regardless of the case particles, and this causes the grammatical relations to be confusing. Nevertheless, the lexical entry with one more argument should be added into the lexicon under the same word. In fact, (49) can be taken as a passive construction before causativization: “The woman put [red] peppers shone by sunshine.” That is, Location is considered as Force (Dik, 1981:37ff) here; the sun in fact makes the peppers dry. Note that the solar energy in nature is expressed in an Obl phrase.

Let us reconsider the morphological causatives in Korean. Following Lieber (1980), the causative allomorph in (49) may be considered as having its own lexical status like roots and stems. The only difference between it and separate words is that the aforementioned affix has morphological subcategorization restrictions as part of its lexical properties. In other words, this causative morpheme is an information-carrying device which indicates how to map certain lexical features according to the morphological subcategorization. Consider the following:

(50) sonyan-i čʰa-e ol(i)-l-ass-ta
    boy-Nom car-Loc ride-T/A-Dec
    ‘The boy got into the car.’

(51) sonyon-il čʰa-e ol(i)-l-ass-ta
    boy-Acc car-Loc ride-Caus-T/A-Dec
    ‘[Someone] put the boy into the car.’

Simply put, by means of the causative morpheme -li, the mapping rule of the predicate allows another semantic role – causer – to be inserted as a variant in the predicate function. In (51) the newly introduced argument, which is omitted here, is signalled by the fact that sonyon now bears the accusative or patient case particle -il.

O’Grady (1991:154) notes that, unlike the syntactic causative, the morphological causative is limited in Modern Korean to between 400 and 500 native (as
opposed to Sino-Korean) verbs. Moreover, many morphological causative formations have developed noncausative meanings, which is typical of derivational morphology. Observe the following from O'Grady (ibid).10

(52) ᄆᆞᆷ)animated-ka ai-eke pap-il mok-i-oss-ta.
mother-Nom child-Dat rice-Acc eat-Caus-T/A-Dec
'The mother made the child eat the rice,' or
'The mother fed the child the rice.'

(53) ᄆᆞᆷ)animated-ka ai-eke os-il ip-hi-oss-ta.
mother-Nom child-Dat clothes-Acc dressed-Caus-T/A-Dec
'The mother made the child wear the clothes,' or
'The mother put clothes on the child.'

The above examples show that the morphological causative construction in Korean has both a causative and a non-causative interpretation, depending upon whether the dative case particle is regarded as causee/agent or goal/recipient. In other words, the semantic function of ai-eke in (52) and (53) may trigger the inclusion of causation when being rendered into English. This fact reminds us of the transitive and intransitive English verbs which do not show any change in shape, cited from O'Grady (ibid).11

The English glosses in (54) show that valency in English is not made known by the verb,12 but rather by the number of arguments actually present. In Korean, however, the optional argument-dropping property of the grammar precludes determining valency on the basis of the number of arguments present. Instead, particular verb structures — the causative morpheme in this case — play an im-

---

10 These examples are originally from Patterson (1974).
11 This table is originally from Lee (1975).
12 Except for a very few cases such as fall, fell; lie, lay; sit, set; and the like.
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important part in determining valency. This kind of causative typology makes it difficult to suggest a framework to cover the causatives in both Korean and Lushootseed. In the long run, finding a theoretical framework which maximally expresses the native speaker's linguistic competence will be the main concern.

3.4.2 Semantic properties of the main verb

In explaining the semantic-cognitive dimensions of complementation, Givón (1990) tries to classify the semantic properties of the main verb in detail. The syntactic properties of clauses are crucially dependent upon the semantic case-frame imposed by verbs. The main verb also determines the semantic frame of verb-plus-complement constructions, given that verbs select their arguments and that sentential complements are one type of clausal argument. Complement-taking verbs are grouped into three major classes:

(55) a. Modality verbs: want, begin, finish, try, etc.
   b. Manipulative verbs: make, take, order, ask, etc.
   c. Cognitive-utterance verbs: know, think, say, etc.

As part of the semantic scale of verbs, Givón (ibid:519) suggests that morpho-lexical causativization finds its place at the very top of the manipulative-causative portion of the scale. Interestingly, he regards the affixal status of the causative morpheme as nothing but the diachronic consequence of the co-lexicalization of its precursor — a manipulative-causative main verb — with its complement verb-stem. The co-lexicalization usually gravitates toward a lexical-derivational process, whereby the erstwhile verb, e.g. make, cause, etc. loses its independent lexical status, undergoes morpho-phonological reduction,13 and becomes a causative affix on the verb. He also adds a prediction principle extracted from the implicational-hierarchic generalizations (Givón, ibid:556).

(56) Morpho-lexical causatives and non-agentive manipulees:

13This is called 'bleaching' in Givón (ibid:556).
"If a language has both a periphrastic — syntactic complementation — causative and a morphological causative, the former is more likely to code causation with a human-agentive manipulee, while the latter is more likely to code causation with an inanimate manipulee."

The above generalization holds for the Korean causative constructions, but not for those of Lushootseed. In Korean, the periphrastic causative construction in -ke hata 'cause someone to do something' seems to encode causation with an animate Causee agent. Observe the following:

(57) ?ki-ji hanmati-ka kunčup-ji solan-il ča-ke hæ-ss-ta.
    3Sg-Gen words crowd-Gen turmoil-Acc sleep-Comp do/make-T/A-Dec
    'His words made the crowd’s turmoil sleep.'
    'His words calmed down the crowd’s turmoil.'

(58) ki-ji hanmati-ka kunčup-ji solan-il čæ-u-æs-ta.
    3Sg-Gen words crowd-Gen turmoil-Acc sleep-Caus-T/A-Dec
    'His words made the crowd’s turmoil sleep.'
    'His words calmed down the crowd’s turmoil.'

(57) is awkward. The inanimate Causee does not seem to be natural in a periphrastic causative construction, but it is fine with the morphological causative in (58). This bears out Givón’s implicational generalization that the Causee agent is not required to be animate. The prediction in (56) thus holds for Korean, but it does not apply to Lushootseed, due to its lack of periphrastic causative constructions.

The English periphrastic causative verbs 'make,' 'have,' 'force' are used predominantly to encode causations with human manipulees. By contrast, morpho-lexical causatives such as lay (vs. lie), raise (vs. rise), show (vs. see), etc., or new verbs with the affixes -ize, -ate, -en or en- (as in theory, theor-ize;
substance, substanti-ate; dark, dark-en; large, en-large; etc.) apply to non-human manipulees. According to Givón, the case-hierarchy predictions concerning the marking of the manipulee along the complementation scale are also manifest within the narrow range of the morpho-lexical causatives.

3.4.3 Functional approach to causativization

Against the bisentential underlying representation in (1), Dik (1980a) suggests a causative predicate formation rule in which another agent is introduced; the newly introduced agent occupies the role of Causer and the original agent becomes the Causee. Dik uses the Dutch laten-construction ('to let') to illustrate his thesis, and he describes causative constructions under a predicate formation rule in FG. His functional paradigm suggests several significant characteristics of language, especially when we seek a syntactic typology of causative constructions. This framework will be explored more in the following section.

In Dik (1980a:62), the FG account of causative constructions presents a number of advantages over the biclausal hypothesis as set forth in Comrie (1976). In Comrie and most other transformational treatments of causative constructions, a two-place causative verb is proposed. To meet the requirements of such verbs, the causer as subject and a sentential complement expressing the

---

15Following a model in model theoretical logic (Dowty et al. 1981), I used this term as a basic syntactic category. In logic, it is customary to specify the syntax of a language not by a phrase-structure grammar but by a recursive definition of the well-formed expressions of a language. Thus, basic expressions can be divided into various categories.
event caused\textsuperscript{16} are assumed.

Recently, descriptions of verbal categories of many Amerindian languages have utilized a transitive-intransitive classification; and much emphasis has been put on grammatical relations when examining the functional roles of arguments for the predicate of a given language. This approach has led to problems in deciding whether or not implicit functional roles of arguments are added before or after derivational predicate affixes. The following is a recapitulation of predicate formation in FG.

According to Dik\textsuperscript{(1981:16-7)}, FG starts with the construction of nuclear predications. By ‘nuclear predication’ he means the application of a predicate to an appropriate number of terms functioning as arguments of that predicate.

\textsuperscript{16}Of course, one may consider this as two separate events but as one, in which the second event is not expressed. However, it seems that semantic classification in causatives is not well explored. According to Wierzbicka (1988:237), “... The area of causation has an enormous inherent interest from the point of view of the ‘philosophy of grammar’ and the sociology of language: after all, the causative constructions a language has show how the speakers of this language draw distinctions between different kinds of causal relations, how they perceive and interpret causal links between events and human actions. And yet our knowledge and understanding of ‘ethno-causology’ is, I think, incomparably far behind that of ethno-zoology, ethno-botany or ethno-geology.”

\textsuperscript{17}According to Shibatani (1976:1ff), defining the causative construction is not easy. If we could define it fully, we would already have succeeded in giving a grammatical description of the construction. Since it is difficult to draw a definition based on a few languages, Shibatani suggests that a situation of causation be tested across language families. Here we assume that there is a situation which consists of the causative state of affairs. The following are the two conditions that are crucial to constitute a causative event:

\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] The relation between the two events is such that the speaker believes that the occurrence of one event, the “caused event,” has been realized at $t_2$, which is after $t_1$, the time of the “causing event,” where $t$ is time.
  \item[b.] The relation between the causing and the caused event is such that the speaker believes that the occurrence of the caused event is wholly dependent on the occurrence of the causing event; the dependency of the two events here must be to the extent that it allows the speaker to entertain a counterfactual inference that the caused event would not have taken place at that particular time if the causing event had not taken place, provided that all else had remained the same.
\end{itemize}
Predicates may be either basic or derived. Basic predicates are given in the lexicon; derived predicates are formed by means of predicate formation rules. Along the lines of Bach (1968), simple (non-derivational) contentive lexemes (i.e., those that are verbal, adjectival, or nominal) are treated as basic predicates. The lexical entries of the basic predicates contain all the information relevant to their semantic and syntactic behaviour in linguistic expressions. The predicate formation rules do not require generative rules to specify the structures' underlying predications. Instead FG proposes conditions on the well-formedness of predicate-frames. These contain the necessary information about the syntactic and semantic behaviour of the basic predicates. Each predicate is treated as part of a predicate-frame. Thus, in FG predicates are not regarded as isolated items to be inserted into some independently generated structure, but rather they are defined by predicate-frames. Predicate-frames are the basic building blocks out of which underlying predications are constructed (Dik, ibid:6). Each predicate-frame gives the following information about a predicate:

\[(59) \begin{align*}
& (i) \text{its lexical form; } \\
& (ii) \text{the syntactic category to which it belongs; } \\
& (iii) \text{the number of arguments it requires;} \\
& (iv) \text{the selection restrictions which the predicate puts on its arguments; these define the necessary conditions of terms that are to fill argument slots; } \\
& (v) \text{the semantic functions which the arguments fulfill.}
\end{align*}\]

An example of a basic predicate-frame is (60).

\[(60) \text{give}_v \ (x_1: \text{human}(x_1))_{Ag} \ (x_2)_{Go} \ (x_3: \text{animate}(x_3))_{Rec}\]

Here, V means that give is a verbal predicate, the variables \(x_i\) mark the argument positions, the labels Ag(ent), Go(al), and Rec(ipient) mark the semantic functions of the arguments, and the expressions 'human \((x_1)\)' and 'animate \((x_3)\)' specify the selection restrictions on the agent and the recipient argument respectively.
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Predications are formed by the insertion of appropriate terms into the arguments specified in the predicate-frame. Additional terms can be added to this frame. These occupy satellite\textsuperscript{18} positions and give an extended predicate-frame. By a term Dik means any expression which can be used to refer to an entity or set of entities in some world. (61) is a general schema for representing the structure of terms.

\[ (\omega x_i; \phi_1 (x_i); \ldots; \phi_n (x_i)) \]

where \( \omega \) indicates one or more term operators and each \( \phi_j(x_i) \) indicates an 'open predication' with \( x_i \) as a free variable. The open predication includes any kind of verb in which a causal/caused event occurs. The free variable can belong to an animate as well as an inanimate noun phrase. A particular \( \phi \) in (61) may end up as the head or a modifier in the structure of the term, and in the latter case, it may be a noun, an adjective, an adpositional phrase, or a relative clause.

The causative construction in Lushootseed is similar to the output of a productive predicate formation rule on some arbitrary predicate-frame. Observe the following formula in FG (from Dutch).

(62) \textsc{causative predicate formation:} Dik (1980a:66)

\[ \phi (X_1) \ldots (X_n) \]

output: \( \text{laten}_v \phi (X_0)_{as} (X_1) \ldots (X_n) \)

\( X_0 \) indicates a newly introduced argument position for the causer and \( \phi \) indicates some predication. Although Dik does not provide a formula for morphological causative constructions, we can adapt (62) to give (63) by expanding it to handle morphological causatives in general.\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{18}In FG, nuclear predicate-frames can be extended by means of satellite positions, namely, positions for satellite terms which specify further properties of the nuclear state of affairs as a whole. Cf. Chapter 2, section 1.2.

\textsuperscript{19}If we are to produce a syntactic causative construction, the device can be adjusted by a slightly different marking on \textit{Caus}.
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(63) input: some arbitrary predicate-frame
\[ \phi(X_1) \ldots (X_n) \]
output: \( \text{Caus}_V \phi(X_0)_{Ag}(X_1) \ldots (X_n) \)

The symbol Caus is not an independent lexical item; it is a place holder which conveys the meaning of causation, and it also introduces the Causer argument to the whole predication.

3.4.4 Subj and Obj functions revisited

The matrices (64) and (65) review syntactic doubling and extended demotion in Korean and Lushootseed. Non-causative constructions in both languages can be summarized as in (64).

(64) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{Subj} & + & + \\
\text{Obj} & + & + \\
\text{Ag} & + & + \\
\text{Go} & + & + \\
\text{Rec} & + & + \\
\end{array}
\]

(with the added restriction that Lushootseed grammar prohibits expression of more than one argument per predicate\(^{20}\) even when the event could not occur without two (or more) participants). As briefly mentioned in section 2.2.1 of chapter 2, the Obl arguments in Korean are not confused with other arguments in Ag, Go, or Rec. For instance, the benefactive case particle -(l)il wihayo in Korean is disjunctively composed of the accusative case particle plus the verb wihayo ‘to make benefit.’ The whole construction becomes a phrase; hence, it is in no way ambiguous.

Without considering Ben, which is called yi-role\(^{21}\) in Lushootseed, (64) shows the following possibilities:

(63)' input: some arbitrary predicate-frame
\[ \phi(X_1) \ldots (X_n) \]
output: \( \text{Caus}_V \phi(X_0)_{Ag}(X_1) \ldots (X_n) \)

\(^{20}\)Without special secondary affixes.
\(^{21}\)See footnote 9.
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(65) Ag Go Rec
   (i) Subj Obj
   (ii) Subj Obj
   (iii) Subj

The following expression rules determine the form of nominal terms in Korean. When Subj is assigned to Ag, Obj can be assigned to Go, or to Rec as in (65i and ii). Otherwise, Subj is assigned to Go; this provides for the Korean passive construction. Every Subj is realized with the case particle -ka/-i and every Obj with the case particle -il/-lil. When no syntactic function is assigned to some term, i.e., the sentence lacks a subject and an object, then an Ag term is realized with the case particle -eke ‘to’ which marks IO in the hierarchy (38), and by default, a Go term surfaces with the case particle -il/-lil and a Rec term with the case particle -eke ‘to’. Observe the following:

(66) sonyan-i kwača-lil mak-ass-ta.
    boy-Nom (AgSubj) cake-Acc (GoObj) eat-T/A-Dec
    'The boy ate the cake.'

    boy-Nom (AgSubj) cake-Acc (Go) friend-Acc (RecObj) give-T/A-Dec
    'The boy gave a friend the cake.'

In (66) the Ag and Go are assigned Subj and Obj respectively. In (67) the recipient is assigned Obj. The passive construction in (68) shows that a Go argument is assigned Subj function, and an Ag argument without any syntactic function appears in the Dat case particle.

(68) poheŋča-ka kyaŋkwan-eke čap-hi-ass-ta.
    pedestrian-Nom (GoSubj) policeman-Dat (Ag) catch-Pass-T/A-Dec
    'A pedestrian was caught by the policeman.'

In Lushootseed nominal terms belong to one of three possible types of complement. Following more or less traditional Salish nomenclature, these are
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 called direct, oblique and adjunct complements. The latter two are distinguished from the first by the same preposition, namely setImage. Thus, oblique and adjunct complements have identical form. Only when one or the other of these complements receives special focus (see appendix B), does the distinction between them become overt with distinctive morphological marking. The direct complement itself lacks any special syntactic or morphological marking. Here we are concerned with the oblique complement.

3.4.5 Expression rules from Korean causatives

From the preceding discussion, the following special rules can be presented to explain the properties of Korean causative constructions (Dik, ibid:68).

(69) Rule 1: The Causer agent must be assigned Subj function.
Rule 2: One Obj function must be assigned.
Rule 3: When Obj is assigned to Go or Rec, then the Obj function may optionally also be assigned to the Causee agent.

Let us consider the implications of (69). Rule 1 implies that causative constructions cannot be made passive. This rule leads to a simplification of the potential array of realizations for causative constructions. The prohibition of rule 1 is useful in light of the more complex character of causatives. If they could be made passive, the resulting complexity would be extreme.

Rule 2 implies that if the Causee agent is the only argument in the causative construction, then the Causee agent may be assigned Obj function. With this rule Dik accounts for the fact that, in Dutch and many other languages, when the complement of the causative construction is intransitive, there is only one possible realization (from Dik, ibid:68):
Dutch shows that the argument in intransitive predicates is forced to get assigned Obj. On the basis of (70), we see that the Causee agent in Dutch is assigned Obj if it is from an intransitive construction. Hence, (70b) is ungrammatical. In other words, syntactic function has priority over the expression rules, i.e., the rules in which the case morphology or the adpositions are determined. However, in Korean the Causee agent might not be assigned Obj function; rather, it sometimes remains unchanged but without any syntactic function assignment. Therefore, it is necessary to modify the rule 2 in (69) as follows:

(71) Rule 2 (modified): One Obj function may be assigned.

(71) sanctions the Korean extended demotion to Obl. Sentence (72) shows another interesting contrast concerning the case particles.

(72) poknam-i sonyon-*i/il/roke kal-li-oss-ta.
    Boknam-Nom boy-*Nom/Acc/Dat walk-Caus-T/A-Dec
    literally, ‘Boknam made the boy walk.’
    ‘Boknam made the boy walk.’

A Causee agent is not acceptable with the nominative case particle but is well-formed with either the accusative or dative. The Ag₁Subj argument\textsuperscript{22} can not remain without being assigned Obj. Either Obj is assigned to the Causee agent or the Causee agent becomes unspecified in terms of syntactic function, and is by default marked with the dative particle, -roke.

\textsuperscript{22}In (63) we have a formula which introduces a new argument with subscript 0. The Ag\textsuperscript{1} in Ag\textsuperscript{1}Subj denotes that the argument with semantic function Ag has been there before the causative operation ends. In terms of syntactic functions the Causee agent was assigned Subj.
If, on the other hand, the predicate-frame is based on the syntactic causative rather than on the morphological causative of (73), the prohibition of Ag₁Subj no longer obtains.

(73) poknam-i sonyan-i/il/eke kät-ke hae-ss-ta.
Boknam-Nom boy-Nom/Acc/Dat walk-Comp make/do-T/A-Dec
'Boknam caused the boy to walk.'

The expression rule for (73) even includes the case particle -i which means that the Ag₁Subj can remain the same after the causative operation. The syntactic causative permits Obj not to be assigned to the Causee agent. Hence, syntactic doubling of grammatical relations can be handled easily in FG. Moreover, the Dat case particle -eke on the Causee agent makes it seem as if the unified predication allows for the extended demotion into Obl position in the hierarchy of (38). This is because the unspecified syntactic function on the Causee agent term leads to Ag₁ instead of Ag₁Subj.

Sentence (74) provides another example in which the derived predicate-frame is replaced by lexical causation.

(74) poknam-i sonyan-*i/il/*eke pong-ss-ta.
Boknam-Nom boy-*Nom/Acc/*Dat send-T/A-Dec
'Boknam sent the boy [somewhere].'

(74) can be interpreted as a causal event such as ‘Boknam caused the boy to go [somewhere].’ However, in this sentence the lexical item ponga allows the Causee agent to be assigned only Obj. In other words, ordinary speakers regard the predicate as an independent verb rather than as a word based on a derived predicate-frame as part of the causative operation; therefore Obj assignment is necessary in (74).

The following is a transitive example previously cited as in (26) and (27).

(75) amma-ka ai-*ka/lil/eke pap-il mak-i-ss-ta.
mommy-Nom child-*Nom/Acc/Dat meal-Acc eat-Caus-T/A-Dec
'Mommy caused the child to have a meal.'
In (75), the Causee agent must either be assigned Obj or be unspecified in terms of syntactic function assignment. Double Nom case marking is not allowed. However, it is allowed when the predicate forms a syntactic causative as follows:

\[(76)\]  
\[\text{mom-Nom child-Nom/Acc/Dat meal-Acc eat-Comp make/do-T/A-Dec} \]
\[\text{Mommy made the child eat.}\]

Not only can the Causee agent in (76) remain the same but it can also be assigned Obj after the derived predicate-frame is fixed. Moreover, when any syntactic function is not assigned, the argument having only semantic function appears with the dative case particle \(-eke\).

Rule 3 implies that if, besides the Causer (Ag\(^0\)) and the Causee (Ag\(^1\)), there is also a Go argument present, then the normal assignment of Obj is expected to remain in the Go argument. However, because the Causee agent can also be assigned Obj, rule 3 provides for the doubling of Obj function. It is summarized as follows:

\[(77)\]  
\[\text{Ag}\(^0\)Subj Ag\(^1\)Subj GoObj}\]

(77) represents the syntactic doubling of Subj. The predicted occupation of IO position is schematically captured in (78).

\[(78)\]  
\[\text{Ag}\(^0\)Subj Ag\(^1\) GoObj}\]

Optionally, however, Obj can be assigned to Ag\(^1\) as represented in (79).

\[(79)\]  
\[\text{Ag}\(^0\)Subj Ag\(^1\)(Subj)Obj GoObj}\]

This last schema provides for the doubling of DOs in both (75) and (76). The syntactic assignment of Obj to Ag\(^1\) overrules the remnant of (Subj) from the non-causative predicate-frame. That is, the case particle in the Go argument
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remains the same after Obj function is assigned to Ag1.

Here, we have an interesting Korean example in which the morphological and syntactic causatives are combined (from Song 1993:289).

(80) əməνi-ka kacəŋpu-ka/?i[l/eke ai os-il
mother-Nom housemaid-Nom/?Acc/Dat child clothes-Acc
kalaip-ke hae-ss-ta.
change-Caus-Comp make/do-T/A-Dec
‘Mother made the housemaid change the child’s clothes.’

The predicate in (80) is composed of a verb stem plus the Caus morpheme, the complementizer -ke and the matrix verb hæssta ‘made/did.’ As opposed to the lenient selection of case marking noted above, the Acc case particle here seems to me to be grammatically marginal if not out and out unacceptable. This highly questionable interpretation may be due to the complex stacking of arguments which can occur as object. There are two interpretations of (80).

Either the child in (80) is the actant in changing the clothes, because ‘Mother made the housemaid cause [the child] to change clothes,’ or, the housemaid actually changed the child’s clothes. Thus we see that control of the event is an important issue.

Another interpretation of events described by the syntactic causative is the permissive sense. A permissive reading with the syntactic causative construction has the following schema for the derived predicate-frame.

(81) input: some arbitrary predicate-frame
φ (X₁) ... (Xₙ)
output: Caus^{p}φ (X₀)Ag (X₁) ... (Xₙ)
meaning: “X₀ does nothing to prevent the state of affairs designated by the input predicate-frame from obtaining”
3.4.6 Expression rules in Lushootseed causatives

Let us now review the exceptional syntactic doubling and the extended demotion in Lushootseed. As mentioned briefly above, Lushootseed arguments can be classified into two groups. One contains direct complements and the other contains oblique complements. Of oblique complements we are concerned here with the indirect complements, which usually form a prepositional phrase with $\text{?a}$.

The basic predicate in Lushootseed has one or two arguments.\(^{23}\) No more are permitted without special derivation of the predicate head. This distinction between one and two arguments does not depend entirely on the number of logical/actual participants in an act/event. It is no surprise that a verb such as \(\text{?itut} \) 'sleep(s)' allows only one argument; but similarly verbs like \(k^w\text{?ad} \) 'take(s)' and \(k^w\text{?zd} \) 'help(s)' and hundreds more can have only one argument in spite of the fact that at least two participants are necessarily involved in these actions. Verbs of this class are called \textit{patient oriented} by Hess (1993:26ff) because that one permitted argument expresses the patient (Goal in Dik's term). It is conveyed in the direct complement.

A second equally large class of verbs Hess calls \textit{agent oriented} (Hess, ibid) because the direct complement accompanying these verbs expresses the agent. This class does permit two arguments. In addition to the agent, overt mention of a patient (i.e., goal) is possible (although good Lushootseed style seldom includes it without at the same time dropping the agent\(^{24}\) ). Whether or not the agent is stated, the patient of this verb class is expressed in the adjunct complement. In the following examples \(\text{-q}^w\text{?ad} \) belongs to the patient oriented class and \(\text{-q}^w\text{alb} \) to the agent class.\(^{25}\)

\(^{23}\)Although these are optional because Lushootseed is an argument dropping language.

\(^{24}\)Most often it is the agent that is given and the patient that is omitted.

\(^{25}\)Here the root involved can go in either stem class but many roots are restricted to one class or the other.
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(82) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-d \ ti \ s\textsuperscript{\textacuten}uladx\textsuperscript{\textacuten}.
Asp-cook-PO \ Det \ salmon
'Someone\textsuperscript{\textacuten} cooked the salmon.'

(83) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-d.
Asp-cook-PO
[Someone] cooked [something].

(84) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-b \ tsi \ lu\textsuperscript{x}.
Asp-cook-AO \ Det (F.) \ old
'The old woman cooked.'

(85) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-b.
Asp-cook-AO
[Someone] cooked [something].'

(86) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-b \ tsi \ lu\textsuperscript{x} \ ?o \ ti \ s\textsuperscript{\textacuten}uladx\textsuperscript{\textacuten}.
Asp-cook-AO \ Det (F.) \ old \ prep \ Det \ salmon
'The old woman cooked the salmon.'

(87) ?u-\textsuperscript{\textacuten}w\textsubscript{al}-b \ ?o \ ti \ s\textsuperscript{\textacuten}uladx\textsuperscript{\textacuten}.
Asp-cook-AO \ prep \ Det \ salmon
[Someone] cooked the salmon.'

In these examples it is the first two that have patient oriented predicates while the other four are agent oriented. Note that (87) remains agent oriented even though the argument expressing the old woman, tsi lu\textsuperscript{x}, has been omitted.

Example sentences (83) and (85) impart the same information as do (82) and (87). In (82) \textit{ti s\textsuperscript{\textacuten}uladx\textsuperscript{\textacuten}} 'the salmon' is the direct complement and conveys the patient (goal). In (84) and (86), on the other hand, \textit{tsi lu\textsuperscript{x}} 'the old woman' is the direct complement and expresses the agent. Example (86) includes an adjunct, \textit{?o ti s\textsuperscript{\textacuten}uladx\textsuperscript{\textacuten}} 'the salmon,' which represents the patient (goal).

By means of a secondary stem suffix, namely -b,\textsuperscript{27} a patient oriented stem can be formed that does permit the expression of an agent by providing for the

\textsuperscript{26}Words within brackets are required by English grammar but have no referent in the Lushootseed sentence.

\textsuperscript{27}This suffix is homonymous with the agent stem suffix -b but is a different morpheme.
optional addition of an oblique complement.

(88) ʔu-dʷəl-tə-b₂⁸ ʔə tsi luX ti sʔuladxʷ.
Asp-cook-PO-2Suf prep Det (F.) old Det salmon
The old woman cooked the salmon.

In this sentence the direct complement, ti sʔuladxʷ 'the salmon,' has not changed from (82) above but an oblique complement, ʔə tsi luX, has been added for specific mention of an agent, the old woman in this case. Only by secondary derivation of a patient (goal) oriented stem is this possible.

When three participants are involved in an event, Lushootseed grammar prohibits explicit mention of all three arguments in the same clause. If a man gives the salmon to the old woman, Lushootseed speakers have a variety of options. They may express the agent and patient (goal), or the agent and recipient,₂⁹ or the patient and recipient, or any one of these alone but not all three at once. Typically, only the recipient is stated.

The beneficiary argument is conveyed in the direct complement and the patient is expressed by the argument being "demoted" to adjunct status. Hence, the patient of a beneficiary oriented sentence is marked the same way as the patient of an agent oriented sentence. Consider (89).

(89) ʔu-dʷəl-yi-d tsi luX ʔə ti sʔuladxʷ.
Asp-cook-Ben-Tr Det old prep Det salmon
[Someone] cooked a salmon for the old woman.

With Lushootseed constraints on nominal terms above, let us retrieve the causative constructions. If we regard the direct complement as the surface forms of Subj and Obj function, the doubling of syntactic functions can be treated as usual. Note that there is a strong constraint in the language prohibiting two direct complements in a row. In the case of the extended demotion we must incorpo-

₂⁸When not final, -d becomes -t-. An epenthetic schwa separates the -t- and the -b.
₂⁹Lushootseed grammar does not distinguish recipient from beneficiary, nor either of these from an argument conveying the opposite notion – a detrimental.
rate another rule to account for the Causer agent in a prepositional phrase. That is, the Causer agent may be unspecified in terms of syntactic functions when the predicate has the -tu- suffix. Simply put, the argument with semantic function Ag in Lushootseed appears by default in a prepositional phrase. When the syntactic function is assigned, the Ag becomes AgSubj as a bare noun phrase as other arguments in direct complement. Since Lushootseed arguments still have simple morphology after being assigned a syntactic function, it is necessary to modify the rules in (69). Consider (90).

(90) Rule 1: The Causer agent may be assigned Subj function.
Rule 2: One Obj function may be assigned.
Rule 3: When Obj is assigned to Go, or Rec, then the Obj function may not be assigned to the Causee agent.

Since the Causer agent is often omitted after the causative operation is over, Rule 1 becomes weak compared to Rule 1 in (69) which requires Subj function be assigned to the Causer. Rule 2 sanctions the syntactic doubling given in (36), as in the following:

(91) ?u-qsp-tx"w čəd tiʔəʔ xūłosəq"w.
Asp-land-Tr 1Sg Det airplane
'I landed the airplane.'

Following the schema in (79), the above sentence can be put in terms of the syntactic function assignment as follows:

(92) Ag₀Subj Ag¹(Subj)Obj

where Obj function overrules the previous Subj in Ag¹ argument. Unlike the Obj doubling in (79), the suppressed (Subj) and the Obj assigned by rule 2 do not make a difference on the surface. Rule 3 specifies that when the Rec argument is assigned Obj, the Obj function may not be assigned to Ag¹Subj. Because the Ag¹ argument is often omitted or appears in a prepositional phrase, it looks as if the Ag must be demoted to Obj position. Consider the following
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(Hess, 1993:50):

(93) ?u-?uxʷ-txʷ-yi-d ti ćačas.
Asp-go-Caus-Ben-Tr Det child
'Someone took [something] somewhere for the boy.'

(94) ?u-?uxʷ-txʷ-yi-d ?世家 sqʷəbay?
Asp-go-Caus-Ben-Tr prep Det dog
'Someone took the dog somewhere [for someone].'

(95) ?u-?uxʷ-txʷ-yi-tə-b ?世家 ti luX.
Asp-go-Caus-Ben-PO-Tr prep Det old
'The old man took [something/someone] somewhere [for someone].'

The benefactive argument corresponding to yi of (93) appears in direct complement. It can be said that the argument ti ćačas 'the boy' is assigned Obj function. The DO argument is preceded by the preposition ʔ世家 in (94). According to our rules of the syntactic functions, this argument is unspecified as far as the Obj function is concerned. Hence, the default argument with the preposition ʔ世家 leaves (94) without any syntactic function. When another suffix introducing a patient is added in the predicate of (95), the Causer agent may not be assigned Subj function like examples with arguments in Ag°. The PO suffix suppresses the realization of Subj function in (95), since the implicit DO seems to hold the position of the only direct complement of the sentence.

The fact that Lushootseed can have only one argument per sentence fatally weakens the rules in (90). Subj is assigned to the Lushootseed direct complement whenever it is realized. Therefore, the schema providing for syntactic doubling necessary in languages like Korean must be modified to accommodate languages like Lushootseed. If only first and second person ʔəd-words show this doubling, the necessity of abandoning of Obj function strongly emerges from the preceding discussion. Consequently, the rules of (90), even as revised, fail to account for Lushootseed causative constructions.
Causativization in a focused argument is exemplified in (97) and contrasted with the non-causative (96). Observe the following:

(96) ʔaca kʷi ʔu-tagʷ-š.
I-am Det Asp-buy-Tr
‘I am the one who will buy [it/something].’

(97) ʔaca-txʷ kʷi ʔu-tagʷ-š.
I-am-Caus Det Asp-buy-Tr
‘Let me buy [it].’

The disparity of the English glosses in (96) and (97) seems large given the similarity of the two Lushootseed sentences; the former lacks only the causative morpheme in the matrix predicate. This predicate, ʔaca, expresses first person singular. (There is no copula in Lushootseed.) (97) is still another example of the causativization process in Lushootseed.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have discussed the characteristics of Korean and Lushootseed causative constructions. A review of the definitions for causative turn crucially upon the fact that a new argument is introduced during the causative operation. The newly introduced argument is called Causer. The entity which is influenced by the Causer is labeled as Causee. While seeking the common features of the causative operation across languages, Comrie emphasizes the number of arguments before and after causativization, noting the change in valency. Givón puts emphasis on the semantic expansion of main verbs and ranks the semantic scale of causatives in terms of human manipulative verbs. In Dik’s FG, emphasis is given to predicate formation rather than valency change or a semantic scale. That is, some arbitrary predicate-frame is used to describe the causative operation. A basic predicate-frame can be extended to include more information as required to adjust terms to a new situation. The language-
specific surface forms are handled within expression rules in the final stage of predication construction.

Dik maintains that syntactic doubling of the grammatical relations DO or IO is natural in the sense that Obj function can be (optionally) assigned to the Causee agent. It is not an exception.

This discussion also shows that it is frequently hard to trace the position of the newly introduced argument after causativization in argument-dropping languages. In such cases the on-going discourse seems to provide for the appearance of the Causer.

Korean causative constructions fit Dik’s FG model tolerably well. However, the Lushootseed causative operation does not do so entirely. The predicate-frame formation rule does work well for both languages; but the expression rules need modification for Korean and turn out to be totally inadequate for the Lushootseed causative construction. Specifically, Lushootseed initiators in causatives appear in an oblique phrase after the causative morpheme -tu- is added to the predicate. With the constraint of only one direct complement per sentence, Subj function is unspecified when the salience in discourse is kept in Rec or Go terms. Hence, there are sentences without an Ag argument in Subj, which results in extended demotion. Of course, FG is a relatively new theory and is being modified as empirical evidence accumulates. I expect that Functional Grammarians will modify these FG rules when languages like Lushootseed become more widely known.
Part III

Texts
Chapter 4

A Korean story: The Righteous Brothers

4.1 The righteous brothers

(jjëcohin hyæççe)

1. yesnal yesçak, ani maile açu saiçohin hyæççeka salko issóssayo.

2. hyæçin kyælhonil haya kaçoktâlkwa salko issóssësko, toçseñin ëmëniliñ
mosiko issóssëciyo.

3. tu hyæççenin mâsil tile naka yelšimhi ilil hæssayo.

4. kaili tøiča, nonenin nulan pysâka kimpič'ililo čhulægkolyëssëyo.

5. hyæççenin çilkoun maimilo čhusulil hæssëyo.

6. kilikonin ssalil nanuëssëyo.

7. ssal kamaka čhæpkoè katîkhake ssahëssëyo.

8. ikëkîl pon hyæçin maimi mopsi himushëssëyo.

9. kilante muntîk ilon sægkaki tilëssëyo.

10. ‘aunin ëmëniliñ mosiko issini, napota toni të manhi
pʰîlyohal kaya.’
11. atin pumi tgiča, hyapjn ssal han kamalil čikex čiko amuto molike
toŋsaŋ čipiló kassayo.
12. kilikonin toŋsaŋji ssal kama wie kačiko on ssal kamalil ollyarnohassayo.
13. kilonte ki sikane toŋsaŋto ssal kamalil čiko hyapnim čipiló kassayo.
14. toŋsaŋ yaksi hyapkwa kat8in senpkal hæsston køyeyo.
15. taim nal ačh8im, kokane ka pon hyapkwa toŋsaŋin č8amilo isaŋhata
senkakhassayo.
16. punmyaŋ han kamaji ssali pi issaya haninte, ssalin kitaelo
issassinikkayo.
17. kinal pam, hyapkwac toŋsaŋin tasi ssal han kamassikil saŋtæapajji
cip kokkane kačyeta nohassayo.
18. kilonte očcitpin iličyio.
19. ki taimnal ačh8imeto ssalin han kamato piči anhko yačenhi
kitseloyassayo.
20. hyapkwa toŋsaŋin mačh8 tokkæpie holin kipuniossayo.
21. čapyski tgiča, hyapjn tasi ssal kamalil čiko aune čipil hyaphæ
ttæassayo.
22. toŋsaŋ yaksi ssal kamalil čiko hyapnimme čipilo hyaphæssayo.
23. kilonte mai hankauntesa hyapkwa toŋsaŋin selo mačučh8iko
malassayo.
24. hyapčenin kcamččak nolase selo č8yətapoassčyio.
25. "ani, nəto?"
26. "kiləm, hyapnimto?"
27. hyapčenin nəmu kamkyəkхаssayo.
28. kilæsa selo putuŋh8yəanko kippimji nunmulil hillyassayo.
29. ki hu, hyapčenin omonimkke təuk tə hyotohanyə saicohke salassayo.
4.2 A parsing schema for the righteous brothers

1. \([\text{yesnal yescok } A_{adv}] \), \([\text{oni maile } P_{P}] \) \([\text{açu saiçohnin } A_{P}] \) \(\text{hyąŋčeka } N_{P}\)
   \([\text{sal } V]\text{ko } [\text{iss } V]\text{ass } V_{P}\text{ayo. } s\)

2. \([\text{hyąŋčin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{kyałhonin } N_{P}] \) \(\text{hay} V_{P}\) \([\text{kaçoktilkwa } P_{P}] \) \([\text{sal} V]\text{ko } iss\text{ass} V_{P}\text{ko } s\), \([\text{tonʃęnin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{+lenilil } N_{P}] \) \([\text{mosi} V]\text{ko } iss\text{ass} V_{P}\text{ciyo. } s\)

3. \([\text{tu hyąŋčenin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{maîil } A_{adv}] \) \([\text{tile } P_{P}] \) \(\text{naka } V_{P}\) \([\text{lyalsimhi } A_{adv}] \)
   \([\text{ilil}_{N_{P}} \text{haess } V_{P}\text{ayo. } s]\)

4. \([\text{[kalli } N_{P}] \) \([\text{tiçhäa } V_{P}] s\), \([\text{nenenin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{nulën pya} k_{A_{P}} \) \([\text{kimpiči}^{3} \text{ilo } P_{P}] \)
   \(\text{č^4uląŋkəlyassayo. } V_{P}\text{s}\)

5. \([\text{hyąŋčenin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{čilkau} A_{P}] \) \(\text{maimilo } P_{P}\) \([\text{č^4usulil } N_{P}] \) \(\text{hayəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}\)

6. \([\text{[kili}koni} n_{T_{P}} \) \([\text{[s}a}lil_{N_{P}} \) \(\text{nanuəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}\)

7. \([\text{[s}a}lākamak_{A_{P}} \) \([\text{č^4ąp}k_{P_{P}} \) \([\text{katikhake } A_{adv}] \) \(\text{ssahyəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}\)

8. \([\text{[[k}alki} N_{P} \) \(\text{pon } V_{P}\) \(\text{hyąŋčin } T_{P}\) \([\text{maimi } N_{P}] \) \(\text{mopsi}_{A_{adv}} \)
   \([\text{himushəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}] \) \(\text{s}\)

9. \([\text{[kilənte } A_{adv}] \) \([\text{muntik } A_{adv}] \) \([\text{ilan seŋkaki } N_{P}] \) \([\text{tiəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}] \)

10. \([\text{[[t}au}i}n_{T_{P}} \) \([\text{[əmanīlil } L_{P}] \) \(\text{mosi } V\) \(\text{ko } iss\text{ } V_{P}\) \(\text{ini } s\), \([\text{napota } N_{P}] \)
    \([\text{toni}_{N_{P}} \) \([\text{to manhi } A_{adv}] \) \(\text{p^4}\text{lyohl kəya. } V_{P}\text{s}] \)

11. \([\text{[[stu}i}n_{A_{P}} \) \(\text{pami } N_{P}\) \([\text{tiçı}ča } V_{P}\text{s}] \) \([\text{hyąŋčin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{[s}a}lākhan kamalil_{N_{P}} \) \([\text{čike} P_{P}] \) \(\text{čiko } V_{P}\) \([\text{[amuto } T_{P}] \) \(\text{molike } A_{adv}\) \([\text{toŋsęŋ ci}pilo } P_{P}\)
    \([\text{kassayo. } V_{P}\text{s}] \) \(\text{s}\)

12. \([\text{[kili}konin } T_{P}] \) \([\text{[toŋsęŋjį } A_{P}] \) \(\text{ssal } kama } \) \(\text{wie } P_{P}\) \([\text{[kači } V\) \(\text{ko } on\) \(\text{ } V_{P}\)
    \([\text{ssal kamalil } N_{P}] \) \(\text{ol}^\text{yənohəssayo. } V_{P}\text{s}] \)

13. \([\text{[kilənte } A_{adv}] \) \([\text{ki sikane } P_{P}] \) \([\text{toŋsęŋto } T_{P}] \) \([\text{[ssal kamalil } N_{P}] \) \(\text{či } V_{P}\) \(\text{ko}\)
    \([\text{[hyąŋčim } ci}pilo } P_{P}\) \(\text{kassayo. } V_{P}\)
14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

"[ani,AdvP] [nato? TP|s]"

"[kilem,AdvP] [hyognimto? TP|s]"

"[hyognenin TP] [nemu AdvP] kamkyokhessv|ayo.s]


4.3 The righteous brothers

1. Once upon a time, there were two good brothers in a village.
2. The older brother was married and lived with his family, and the younger one lived with his mother.
3. The two brothers worked hard in the field every day.
4. When autumn came, rice paddies were covered with yellow crops.
5. The brothers harvested with delight.
6. And they divided the crops into two.
7. Bags of rice filled the older brother's store house.
8. The older brother was happy watching the store house.
9. Then, he all of sudden thought,
10. "Since my brother lives with Mother, he needs more money than I do."
11. When it got dark, the older brother brought a bag of rice to his brother's by himself.
12. And then, he left the bag in his brother's storage.
13. By the way, the younger brother also carried a bag of rice to his older brother's house.
14. The young one had the same thought as his brother.
15. The next morning, the two brothers got a surprise after counting the number of bags,
16. because the number should be one less than that of yesterday; however, it was the same.
17. That night, the two brothers carried one bag of rice to each other's storage.
18. Then, what happened?
19. The next morning, the number of bags of rice still remained the same.
20. The two brothers felt as if they were haunted.
21. When it got dark, the older brother left for his brother's carrying a bag of rice.
22. The younger brother also carried a bag of rice to his brother's.
23. Accidentally, they met each other in the middle of the village.
24. The two brothers got surprised when they identified themselves.
25. "Is that you?"
26. "Then, you did too?"
27. The two brothers were moved.
28. They burst into tears, embracing each other.
29. After that, the two brothers lived closely, showing their mother every attention.
### 4.4 Glossary for Korean folk tale

#### acu:
- **very**
  - 1 adv.

#### ačʰim:
- **morning**
  - 15, 19 noun

#### amu(-to):
- **someone** (-also)
  - 15 pron. (-suf.)

#### anhko:
- **not** (verb)-and
  - 19 adv. (v.)-suffix

#### ani, (nəto):
- **not**, (you-too)
  - 25 adv.

#### -ass:
- **past or perfective**
  - 11, 12, 17, 21, 22 suffix
  - 23, 24, 29

#### au:
- **young brother**
  - 10 noun

#### aune:
- **young brother's**
  - (-ne = of the same kind)
  - 21 suffix

#### -ca:
- **conjunctive ending**
  - 4, 11, 21 suffix

#### čanystak:
- **night**
  - 21 noun

#### -či:
- **introducing negative adverb**
  - 19 ending

#### čike:
- **an A-frame pack**
  - 11 noun

#### či(ko):
- **carry** (-conjunctive ending)
  - 11, 13, 21, 22 v.

#### čip:
- **house**
  - 11, 13, 17, 21, 22 noun

#### -čiyo:
- **-či**, -či - neutral ending,
  - -yo (Honorific form)
  - 11, 19, 24 ending

#### -čiyo?
- **the rising tone signals the question**
  - 18 ending

#### čilkəun
- **√-ta merry, pleasant**
  - 5 adj. - ending

#### čamilo:
- **really**
  - 15 adv.

#### čaŋko:
- **storage**
  - 7 noun

#### čułлəŋkələy(əssəyə):
- **make waves** (past-ending)
  - v.

#### čusu:
- **harvest**
  - 5 noun

#### čyətapo(ass-či-yo):
- **look at**
  - 24 v. - past - endings

#### -e:
- **location, method**
  - 1, 3, 4, 7, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, 20 postposition
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[α]

-ə conclusive 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, ending

12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,
20, 21, 22, 23, 27, 28, 29

aečiṭgi-ən how become 18 v.
ečiṭgotav (x1)0-ending (adnominal)

amoni mother 10 noun
amoni-m mother 29 noun-suf (Hon.)

əni certain 1 adj. (adnominal)

-ass past cf. -ass 1, 2, 3, 4, ending
(some says it as perf.) 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
19, 20, 27, 28

ətuun √-ta dark 11 adj. -suf. (adnominal)

-ə function word 1 ending (neutral)

-aya function word (reason) 16 ending

[h]

han one 11, 16, 17 adj. (adnominal)

19, 22

han- the very 23 pref.
hankauntes-ə at the very middle (of) 23 pref.- noun -suf. (loc.)

hayə √hata, do and 2, 14, 15 v. - conj. ending

hatav (x1: human(x1))AEd(x2)G0

hæssayo did 3, 27 v. past -S.E.

hayəssayo did 5 see above, line 3

-hi derivational stem 3, 19 suffix

hillyəssayo secrete, emit fluids 28 v. past -ending

hilltav (x1: animate (x1))AEd(x2)G0

hilitav (x1: -solid (x1))Proc

himushæssayo be satisfied 8 adj. -past -ending

hollin get possessed 20 v. -(adnominal) ending

holltav (x1: animate (x1))Proc

hu after 29 noun

hyaphæ √-a(ta), head for 21 v. -(conj.) ending

hyaphatav (x1)(x2)Dir

hyəŋ old brother 2, 7, 13, 15, 17, noun

20, 21, 22, 23, 26
| hyoŋche | brothers, esp. a pair of br. | 1, 5, 24, 27, 29 | noun |
| hyotoha(myo) | be obedient, live dutifully | 29 | noun-do (v.) |
| live with filial piety |

hyotohatay (x₁: human(x₁))ₐₒ(x₂)ₐᵣ

| 1: |
|  -i | nominative case | 4, 10, 11, 21 | particle |
| -i(ta) | copular verb | 14, 18, 19, 20 | postposition |
| ikes | [this thing] → this | 8 | pron. |
| il | work | 3, 18 | noun |
| ilon | similar cf. ilah(ta) | 9 | adj. - ending (adn.) |
| isaphata | strange (dictionary form) | 15 | adj. |
| iss(ta) | there is/are | 10, 16 | v. |

| 2: |
| -il/lil | accusative case | 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 17, 28 | suffix |
| -ilo | instrumental, reason, method | 4, 5, 13, 15 | postposition |
| -ilo | directional | 11, 22 | postposition |
| -in | perfect tense allomorph | 11 | suffix |
| -in/nin | topic marker | 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 17, 19, 20, 23 | suf. |
| -ini | reason | 10, 16 | ending |
| -inikayo | emphatic | 16 | ending |
| -ii | possession | 12, 16, 17, 28 | suffix |

| K: |
| -ka | nominative case | 1, 4, 8 | particle |
| kačiko | carried, kept and | 12, 17 | v. -ending |
| kačok | family | 2 | noun |
| kačyota | carried, kept | 17 | v. - ending (past) |
| kačitay (x₁)ₑ₀(x₂)ₕ₀ | |
| kail | autumn | 4 | n. |
| kama | (rice) bag | 7, 11, 12 | noun |
| 13, 16, 17 |
| 19, 21, 22 |

kamkyokhessyo | was/were touched | 27 | n. -do (v.) - ending |

kamkyokhatay (x₁: human(x₁))₀
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kat\textsuperscript{i}n same, identical 14 adj. - adnominal ending
katikhake full 7 adj. - adverbial ending
kassayo went 11, 13, 15 v. - past - ending
kaunte middle 23 noun
-ke derivational suffix 7, 11, 29 adverbial ending
-ka(s) thing 10, 14 noun
kipun sentiment 20 noun
kippim delight 28 noun
ki that (demonstrative) distal 13, 19, 29 adj. & pron. cf. proxial this /i/
kilam so, ... 26 adv.
kilante by the way, so 9, 13, 18, 23 adv.
ki\textliliko and 6, 12 adv.
kimpik\textl gold color, golden 4 noun (compounding)
kinal that day, cf. line 1 17 noun
kitaelo as usual 16, 19 adverb
-kko conjunctive 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 13, 19 ending
kokkan storage 15 noun
-kwa with 2, 14, 15, 17, 20, 23 postp. (comitative, enumeration)
kyalhon marriage 2 noun

[kk]:
-kka interrogative 16 suffix
kkamčak surprise, (mimetic), blink (n.) 24 adv.
-kke toward (Hon.) cf. -ekte (neutral) 29 suffix

[I]:
-l imperfect tense 10 derivational ending
-lil accusative 2, 5, 11, 12, 13, suffix 21, 22, 23, 28
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-m</td>
<td>honorific</td>
<td>suffix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma’e:i</td>
<td>as if ..., just like ...</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ma’uck’ta</td>
<td>come across, meet</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mail</td>
<td>every day</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mail</td>
<td>village</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maim</td>
<td>mind</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mail</td>
<td>stop</td>
<td>auxiliary verb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manhi</td>
<td>much, many</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>moli’ta</td>
<td>be unaware of</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mopsi</td>
<td>very, a great deal</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mosi’ta</td>
<td>live together</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muntik</td>
<td>suddenly, abruptly</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-myo</td>
<td>state, abruptly</td>
<td>ending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-n</td>
<td>perfective tense</td>
<td>suffix</td>
<td>adnominal suffix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
<td>1st person singular</td>
<td>pron.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naka</td>
<td>went and</td>
<td>v. -ending (conj.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nal</td>
<td>day cf. line 1</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nanu’ta</td>
<td>divide</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ne</td>
<td>the same kind</td>
<td>suffix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>the second person singular</td>
<td>pron.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nomu</td>
<td>too (much); ever so</td>
<td>adv.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-nim</td>
<td>honorific</td>
<td>suffix</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nin</td>
<td>topic marker</td>
<td>particle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ninte</td>
<td>conjunctive</td>
<td>ending</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noh’ta</td>
<td>put</td>
<td>v.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nolla’ta</td>
<td>surprise</td>
<td>v. -sę</td>
<td>(enforcement)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non</td>
<td>rice paddy</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nulah’ta</td>
<td>yellowish, golden</td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nunmukul</td>
<td>tear</td>
<td>noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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α:
on come(√ta) -perfect 12 v. -ending (adnominal)
collyŏnŏh(ta) put (upward) 12 v. (raise + put) comp.
collyŏnŏhtav (x1: human(x1))AG(x2)G0(x3)L00

P:
pam night 11, 17 noun
pi(ta) empty 19 adj.
pi(ta) vacant, empty 16 adj.
po(ta) see, cf. line 15 8 v.
-pota than 10, 15 adv. suffix
punmag(hi) clearity-(Adv.) → deriv. suffix - hii 16 adv.
putukk'yŏn(ta) hold, embrace 28 v.
putukk'yŏntav (x1: human(x1))(x2)G0
pya rice (plant) 4 noun
p'ilyoha(ta) need 10 v.
p'ilyohatav (x1: human(x1))AG(x2)G0

S:
saicoh(ta) close 1 adj.
saicoh-ke be on good terms -ending (adverbial) 29 adj
sal(ta) live (√salka) 29 v.
salav (x1: animate(x1))Iu
sal-ko live - conj. ending 1 v.
senjak thought cf. line 14 9 noun
santepag opponent 2cm17 noun
-se location -(e)so2cm23 postposition
-so enforcement 2cm24 ending
solo each other 2cm23, 28 adv. & noun
sikan time 2cm13 noun

SS:
ssayŏssayŏ accumulate - past - ending 7 v.
ssahitav (x1)Prc
ssal rice 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22 noun
-ssik same number 17 suffix

T:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>taim</td>
<td>next</td>
<td>15, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tasi</td>
<td>again</td>
<td>17, 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-tan</td>
<td>incomplete</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>touk</td>
<td>more</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-til</td>
<td>plural particle</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>til</td>
<td>field</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>til(ta)</td>
<td>occur</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-to</td>
<td>also</td>
<td>11, 13, 19, 25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toi(ta)</td>
<td>become</td>
<td>4, 11, 13, 14, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ton</td>
<td>money</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>togsæng</td>
<td>(same birth) little brother</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tokkæpi</td>
<td>goblin</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ttana(ta)</td>
<td>leave for</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tu</td>
<td>two</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wi</td>
<td>top</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-ya | conclusive (non honorific) | 10, 16 |
yesčak | old time | 1 |
yesnal | old day | 1 |
-yeyo | declarative | 14 |
yachoňi | as before | 19 |
yaksi | also | 14, 22 |
yalsim(hi) | enthusiasm(tically) | 3 |
diligent(ly) | |
-yo | function word | 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, |
(raised social register) | 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29 |
Chapter 5

A Lushootseed story: The Young Mink and His Little Younger Brother, Tutyeka

5.1 The Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeka

(bibščab ?i ti?i?it suʔsuʔw̓aʔ, tatyika)

1. ṭuʔiʔiʔda(ʔa)b1 tiʔiʔit bibščab ?i tiʔiʔit suʔsuʔw̓aʔs, tatyika.
2. ṭuʔiʔiʔda(ʔa)b algʷoʔ.
3. huy, šudxʷ̕oxʷ tiʔiʔit čxʷ̕aluʔ.
4. huy, bapadoxʷ algʷoʔ.
5. bapadoxʷ algʷoʔ tiʔiʔit čxʷ̕aluʔ.
6. huy, xʷakʷisabaxʷ ?a tiʔiʔit čxʷ̕aluʔ.
7. huy, boʔtəbaxʷ ?a tiʔiʔit čxʷ̕aluʔ.
9. huy, ʔiʔiʔiʔaxʷ tiʔiʔit bibščab.
10. ʔiʔiʔiʔaxʷ.
11. huy, kawdxʷ̕oxʷ tiʔiʔit scal̓iʔ ?a tiʔiʔit čxʷ̕aluʔ.
13. "ʔuʔ, tuxʷ čaʔ ʔuʔiʔiʔas." 
15. huy, cutoxʷ tiʔiʔit bibščab, 
16. "ʔuʔ... "

1This story is unusual in that it lacks the typical introductory "formula" ṭəʔəʔiʔil (They) dwelled (there). This word begins almost all traditional Lushootseed stories just as yecak introduces Korean stories and Once upon a time begins those in English. However, none of the three renditions of this story that has been collected uses ṭəʔəʔiʔil.

2In a traditional story from Northern Lushootseed one would expect buusəʔiʔat four days because four – not three – is the traditional number. Events usually happen four times, often there are four brothers in a story, etc. By speaking of three rather than four days, the raconteur has made a small adaptation to the dominant Anglo culture surrounding the reserve.
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17. hay, g"adadj"adax w ti?h bibščəb ?i ti?h su?suq"a? s, tətyika.
18. "Xub čəl ?uhudčup čəa k"uk"cut."
19. huy, hudčupax w algə?ə.
20. "?u?xixədax w čax w, bibščəb."
21. "?u-, tu?x w čad ?uhudčup."
22. huy, tičitabax w ti?h scāli? ?ə ti?h čx"alu?.
23. "?u?xixədax w čax w, bibščəb!"

25. huy, tu?ux"ax w ti?h čx"alu?.

30. huy, ūlibax w ti?h bibščəb.
31. ūlibax w:

32. "stab čax w stab įuk"ix w id. stab čax w stab įuk"ix w id.
33. hag"ax w čad tu?acig"adil ?ə to lu?x čx"alu?, čx"alu?.
34. stab čax w stab įuk"ixw id. stab čax w stab įuk"ixw id.
35. hag"ax w čad tu?acig"adil ?ə to lu?x čx"alu?, čx"alu?."

36. huy, təlawilax w ti?h lu?x.
38. huy, įuk"ax w to ?acičtalbix w.
40. pu-čəx w?əsttuq"ač ti?h bibščəb ?i ti?h su?suq"a? s, tətyika.³

³In former times raconteurs seldom told a story the same way every time. They altered the emphasis according to the occasion and audience. Episodes were expanded or reduced, often omitted as suited the purpose of a particular story session. Sometimes as here an episode is reduced to a single line. Because the audience had heard these stories all their lives, they did not need to know what had happened to Mink's and Tutyeeka's hair, for they already knew. In some other telling that incident is developed when judged to be important to the occasion. (In Southern Lushootseed, by the way, Mink is named for his bald head, čətalqid.)
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41. huy, ṭukʷ'tubaxʷ tiʔiʔ bibščəb ?i tiʔiʔ suʔsuqʷaʔs.
42. huy, .dispatchEvent( "culturalbox" ) tiʔiʔ ṭacíttalbixʷ tu-í'al bəkʷ čad.
43. huy, ṭəłəb to ṭacíttalbixʷ.
44. huy gʷəl, juʔiləxʷ to ṭacíttalbixʷ.
45. huy, higʷ'íləxʷ siʔəb tiʔiʔ bibəčəb ?i tiʔiʔ suʔsuqʷaʔs, tətyika.
46. huyəxʷ čad.
5.2 The Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka

1. Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka, were [out] trolling.
2. They were trolling.
3. Then, [they] saw Whale.
4. So they bothered/teased Whale.
5. They bothered/teased Whale.
6. Then Whale got tired [of it].
7. So Whale swallowed [them].
8. [For] three days they were inside Whale.
9. Then, young Mink [began to] pace back and forth.
10. [He] paced back and forth.
11. Then, [he] bumped into the heart of Whale.
12. "Hey, what are you doing, Young Mink?"
13. "Oh, I'm just pacing back and forth.
14. "Young Mink! Don't you bumping into my heart."
15. But Young Mink [only] said,
16. "Yeah, yeah."
17. Next, Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka, talked [their predicament] over.
18. "We should make a fire and cook [something] for ourselves."
19. So, they made a fire.
20. "What are you doing?, Young Mink!"
22. Then, they cut [down] the heart of Whale [to cook it].
23. "What are you doing?!!, Young Mink."
24. [That] was all Whale [ever] knew.
25. Then Whale went [as the last motion in his death throes].
26. Whale [shot] way up on shore. [More literally, Suddenly to [a] place up from the shore is where Whale landed.]
27. [The next] morning early Young Mink peeked [out from inside Whale.]
28. [They] heard an old man way up the bank.
29. [He] was making a small canoe.
30. Then Young Mink sang.
31. [He] sang:
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32. "What, [oh] what are you pounding?
What, [oh] what are you pounding?
33. For a long time I [have been] inside old Whale, Whale.
34. What, [oh] what are you pounding?
What, [oh] what are you pounding?
35. For a long time I [have been] inside old Whale, Whale."
36. Then that old man ran [to his village].
37. [He] told about how Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeca [had] been brought ashore.
38. Then, they went [to see for themselves].
39. A large mat was laid out for Young Man and his little Younger brother to walk on.4
40. Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeca, were completely bald.
41. Then, Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeca, were taken home.
42. Then, people from everywhere were gathered.
43. Then [they] fed the people.
44. And then, the people had a good time.
45. Thus, did Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeca, become very important men.
46. I am finished.

4That is, Mink and his brother got the red carpet treatment.
5.3 A parsing schema of the text above

1. \fuhi\da(ha)b ti\h bib\c o\b ?i ti\h su\h suq\aw\a\s, t\tyi\ka.

   predicate   direct complement expressing agent
   Young Mink and his little brother, Tutyeka, were [out] trolling.

   la \fuhi\da(ha)b trolled verb with agent as
direct complement
   1b ?u perfective aspect prefix
   1c ti\dah\o\b troll attenuative stem
   1d ti\- diminutive/attenuative
   1e tidap trawl reduplicative prefix
   1f tid(i) tie root
   1g -ap / -ah- bottom, rear lexical suffix
   1h -(a)b agent suffix
   1i ti\h bib\c o\b ?i ti\h su\h suq\aw\a\s, t\tyi\ka compound, direct complement
   1j ti\h bib\c o\b first member of compound
   1k ti\h that distal demonstrative adjective
   1l bib\c o\b Young Mink diminutive/attenuative stem
   1m bo\c o\b mink dim/att reduplicative
   1n bi- prefix (cf. 1d)
   1o ?i ti\h su\h suq\aw\a\s, t\tyi\ka second member of compound
   1p ?i and
   1q ti\h See 1k.
   1r su\h suq\aw\a\s his little younger sibling/cousin
   1s su\h suq\aw\a\s little younger sibling/cousin diminutive/attenuative stem
   1t suq\aw\a\s younger sibling/cousin
   1u su?- dim/att reduplicative prefix
   1v -s his (her) third person suffix
   1w t\tyi\ka proper name (here in apposition to su\h suq\aw\a\s)

2. \fuhi\da(ha)b ol\g\aw\a?.

   predicate
   They were trolling.
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2a  ?udi?da(ha)b  [See la - lh]
2b  algʷʔə?  they  plural for third person

3.  huy,  šudxʷoxʷ  tiʔiɬ  ¯xʷəluʔ.
   s. adv.  pred.  direct complement expressing patient
   Then, [they] saw Whale.

3a  huy  then  sentential adverb
3b  šudxʷoxʷ  see [someone]  verb with patient as direct complement
3c  šudxʷ  see [someone]  verb stem expressing lack of full control
3d  oxʷ  predicate clitic expressing a new situation
       in effect different from whatever
       was the case before
3e  su(4)  see root
3f  -dxʷ  suffix signalling the direct complement
       as being patient and marking agent's
       control over act as being less than complete
3h  tiʔiɬ  ¯xʷəluʔ  direct complement
3i  tiʔiɬ  [See 1k.]
3j  ¯xʷəluʔ  whale

4.  huy,  bapadaxʷ  algʷʔə?.
   s. adv.  predicate
   So they bothered/teased Whale.

4a  huy  [See 3a.]
4b  bapadaxʷ  algʷʔə?  they tease [someone]
4c  bapadaxʷ  tease, pester, bother, annoy [someone]
4d  bap(a)  busy  root
4e  bapad(ax_i: animate(x_i))o  bapadv(x_i: animate(x_i))o
4f  -d  suffix signalling a direct complement is patient
4g  oxʷ  [See 3d.]
4h  algʷʔə?  [See 2b.]

5.  bapadaxʷ  algʷʔə?  tiʔiɬ  ¯xʷəluʔ.
   predicate  direct complement expressing patient
   So Whale swallowed [them].
5a  bapadoxʷ algʷə?  [See 4b-4h.]
5b  tiʔiʔi čxʷəluʔ?  [See 3b-3c.]

6.  huy,  xʷakʷisəbaxʷ ʔə tiʔiʔi čxʷəluʔ.
Then Whale got tired [of it].

6a  huy  [See 3a.]
6b  xʷakʷisəbaxʷ  [someone] got tired of [someone, something]
6c  oxʷ  [See 3d.]
6d  xʷakʷisəb verb stem providing for the possible overt expression of both a direct complement patient and an oblique complement agent

6e  -(ə)b  suffix creating stems that provide for the possible overt expression of an oblique complement expressing agent

6f  xʷakʷis  tired of someone/something verb stem providing for the possible overt expression of a direct complement expressing patient

6g  -s  suffix changing an agent oriented stem in -il to a patient oriented verb stem

6h  xʷakʷi(l)  tired verb stem (with root, xʷakʷ-, bound to -il)
6i  ʔə tiʔiʔi čxʷəluʔ?  oblique complement expressing agent (16.4, 16.5)
6j ʔə  particle introducing an oblique complement
6k  tiʔiʔi  [See 1k.]
6l čxʷəluʔ?  [See 3j.]

7.  huy  bəqtabaxʷ ʔə tiʔiʔi čxʷəluʔ.
So Whale swallowed [them].
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7a huy [See 3a.]
7b baqtəbaxʷ someone swallowed someone / something
7c axʷ variant of axʷ [See 3d.] occurring when all preceding vowels in the word are /a/ (exclusive of prefixes)
7d baqtəb verb stem providing for the possible overt expression of both a direct complement patient and an oblique complement agent
7e -əb [See 6e.]
7f baqədəv(x₁)Gₐ₉
7g -ə- variant of -(ə)d [See 4f.] used whenever this suffix is not final (exclusive of clitics such as axʷ/əxʷ).
7h baq get swallowed, put in mouth, root
7i ʔə tiʔət cxʷəlu? oblique complement expressing agent [See 6i - 6l.]

8. tiixʷədat tiʔiʰ sdagʷəbacilsəxʷ algʷə? ʔə tiʔiʰ cxʷəlu?.
   predicate direct complement
   For three days they were inside Whale.
   clause subordinated to focused adjunct

8a tiixʷədat (for) three days focused temporal augment serving as predicate
   tiixʷət three times
   tiixʷ three
   -ət variant of -ət derivational suffix (time)
   (It also creates ordinals from tiixʷ upwards.)
   -dat twenty-four hour period, day(s) lexical suffix

8b tiʔiʰ sdagʷəbacilsəxʷ algʷə? ʔə tiʔiʰ cxʷəlu?.
   direct complement consisting of subordinate clause introduced by distal demonstrative

8c tiʔiʰ distal demonstrative bound to entire following subordinate clause. (See also 1k).

8d sdagʷəbacilsəxʷ algʷə? ʔə tiʔiʰ cxʷəlu?.
   They came to be inside that whale. Subordinate clause.
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They were inside the whale.

They are inside.

They were inside the/a body

agent oriented suffix

inside body, locative stem

body, lexical suffix

inside container, locative root

(variant of dokʷ/dogʷə-)

of that whale

semantically "loaded" preposition

introducing a locative adjunct

that whale

[See 1k.]

[See 3j.]

Then young Mink paced back and forth.

pace back and forth

reduplicated – VC₂ stem designating acts done that do not come to fruition (whether or not agent has an intended goal).

walk, travel on land, root

animate(x₁)ₐ

[See 3d.]

[See 1i - 1n.]

He paced back and forth. [See 9b-9e.]
11. **huy**,  
\[\text{ḻəw̱ḏxʷəxʷ tiʔiʔ s̱c̱àiʔ? ?a tiʔiʔ oxʷəluʔ.}\]  
\(s. \text{ adv. predicate direct complement expressing patient}\)  
Then he bumped into Whale's heart.

11a huy \(\text{[See 3a]}\)
11b ḻəw̱ḏxʷəxʷ \(\text{[he] bump(ed) into, predicate head}\)
11c ḻəw̱ḏxʷ bumped into, patient oriented verb stem  
\(ḻəw̱ḏxʷν(x_1)σ_o\)
11d ḻəw̱ verb root
11e -dxʷ \(\text{[see 3f.]}\)
11f oxʷ \(\text{[see 3d.]}\)
11g tiʔiʔ s̱c̱àiʔ? that heart, direct complement
11h tiʔiʔ \(\text{[see 1k.]}\)
11i s̱c̱àiʔ heart
11j ?a tiʔiʔ oxʷəluʔ? of (that) Whale possess  
phrase expressing possessor
11k ?a \(\text{preposition introducing possessor [Compare 8q.]}\)
11l tiʔiʔ \(\text{[see 1k.]}\)

12. **ʔuʔəxʰədəxʷ oxʷ**,  
\(\text{bibəčəb,}\)  
\(\text{predicate addressee}\)  
Oh! What are you doing, young mink?

12a ʔuʔəxʰədəxʷ oxʷ \(\text{What are you doing? predicate}\)
12b oxʷ \(\text{you 2nd person sg. particle}\)
12c ʔuʔəxʰədəxʷ \(\text{doing what? predicate head}\)
12d ʔəxɨəd \(\text{interrogative stem derived by an unproductive}\)  
\(\text{reuplication from the interrogative root ʔəxid}\)  
\(\text{what happen(ed)?}\)
\(ʔəxɨədν(x_1: \text{animate}(x_1))A_g\)
12e ʔəxid \(\text{root of ʔəxɨəd [see 12d.]}\)
12f ?u- \(\text{perfective aspectual prefix}\)
12g oxʷ \(\text{[see 3d.]}\)
12h bibəčəb \(\text{[see 11-1n.]}\)

13. **ʔu-**,  
\(\text{tuχʷ ʔəd ʔuʔibibəš.}\)  
excl. predicate  
Oh, I'm just pacing back and forth.

\[\text{Interrogative predicates are not dealt with in FG as of 1980.}\]
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13a ?u?ibibas pace back and forth, predicate head
13b ?ibibas [See 9c-9e.]
13c ?u- [See 12f.]
13d cad I, first person single predicate particle
[Compare 12b.]
13e tu? merely, just predicate adverb
13f bibsčab young mink, addressee [See 11-1n.]

14. bibsčab. xwi? kwi g?adsukawdxw ti?H dsčali?
addressee pred. complement
Young Mink. Don't bump my heart!
14a bibsčab [See 11-1n and 13f.]
14b xwi? no, not. sole member of predicate
14c kwi g?adsukawdxw ti?H dsčali?. bump into my heart
direct complement of xwi? in the form of an embedded clause.
14d kwi adjective demonstrative marking the complement
as hypothetical or unrealized.
14e g?adsukawdxw ti?H dsčali?
embedded sentence serving as head of complement of xwi?
14f g?adsukawdxw (if) you bump, predicate
14g kawdxw [See 11c-11e.]
14h -u- variant of ?u- [See 12f.]
14i -s- [See 8e.]
14j -ad- you, your. second person singular prefix [Cf. 12b.]
14k g? subjunctive prefix
14l ti?H dsčali? my heart, direct complement in embedded
sentence 14e.
14m dsčali? my heart head of direct complement
14n sčali? heart
14o -čali? bound nominal root
14p s- nominal prefix
14q d- I, my. first person singular prefix. [Cf. 13d.]
14r ti?H [See 1k.]

The polarity operator is a predicate in Lushootseed. Hence, a different device is needed to describe it.
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15. 
   huy, cutaxʷ tiʔH bibščəb
   sent. adv. predicate direct complement
   *Then young Mink spoke.*

15a 
   huy [See 3a.]

15b 
   cutaxʷ speak, say. head of sole member of predicate
   [See 3d.]

15c 
   axʷ [See 3d.]

15d 
   cut speak, say. root
   cutV(x₁: human(x₁))₄⁹

15e 
   tiʔH bibščəb (that) Young Mink
   [See 1l-1n.]

15f 
   bibščəb [See 1l-1n.]

15g 
   tiʔH [See 1k.]

16. ?u yeah, OK. (a noncommittal response), a nonce word

17. 
   hay, gʷadagʷadaxʷ tiʔH bibščəb ?i tiʔH suʔsuqʷaʔs, tətyika.
   s. adv. predicate direct complement
   *Then Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka,
   talked [their situation] over.*

17a 
   hay then, next, so then sentence adverb

17b 
   gʷadagʷadaxʷ discuss [something], talk [something] over

17c 
   gʷadagʷad doubly reduplicated stem
   -VC₂ pattern [as in 9c] and
   -C₁VC₂ pattern expressing multiple (because both
   C₁VC₂C₁VC₂ and
   C₁VC₂VC₂ occur, it is not possible to claim that one
   pattern forms a stem to which the second pattern added rather than
   the other way around.)
   gʷadagʷadV(x₁: animate(x₁))₄⁹

17d 
   axʷ [See 3d.]

17e 
   tiʔH bibščəb ?i tiʔH suʔsuqʷaʔs, tətyika. [See 1l-1w.]
18. Ḫub čał Ḫuhudčup čła kʷukʷcut. compound sentence
   predicate predicate
   We should make a fire and cook for ourselves.

18a Ḫuhudčup make a fire head of predicate
18b hudčup make a fire verb stem
18c hud make root
18d -čup fire/firewood lexical suffix
18e Ḫu- [See 18b.]
18f Ḫub should predicate adverb
18g čał we first person singular
18h kʷukʷcut cook for self reflexive stem
18i kʷukʷ cook verb root borrowed from English cook, root never
18j -cut reflexive suffix
18k čła and we [See 18g.]
18l čł < čał coordinate conjunction
18m -a used only with person
   marking predicate particles

19. Ḫuy, hudčupaxʷ algʷəʔ. sent. adv. predicate
   So they made a fire.

19a hudčupaxʷ made fire predicate head
19b hudčup [See 18b-18d.]
19c axʷ [See 3d.]
19d algʷəʔ they [See 2b.]
19e Ḫuy [See 3a]

20. Ḫuʔəx̣iʔədaxʷ čaxʷ, bibšəb. [See 12-12h.]
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21. ʔu-, tuʔw ʔad ʔuhudçu.  
Exclamation  predicate  
Oh, I am just making a fire.

21a ʔuhudçu [See 18a-18e.]
21b ʔad [See 13d.]
21c tuʔw [See 13e.]

22. huy, tičitoxʷ tiʔiʔ sčaliʔ ʔa tiʔiʔ čxʷaluʔ.  
sent. adv.  predicate  direct complement  
Then, he cut whale’s heart.

22a huy [See 3a.]
22b tičitoxʷ cut (something)  predicate head
22c tičitā  verb stem providing for the possible  
overt expression of an oblique  
complement expressing agent

22d tičit-

22e tič(i)  verb root
22f čxʷ [See 3d.]
22g tiʔiʔ sčaliʔ ʔa tiʔiʔ čxʷaluʔ [See 11g-11m.]

23. ʔuʔxícəəxʷ čxʷ, bibšəb  [See 12-12h.]

24. daʔ ʔuhaydub ʔa tiʔiʔ čxʷaluʔ.  
predicate  oblique complement  
[That] was all Whale [ever] knew.
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24a. daŋʔuhaydub [that's] all [he] knew
24b. day only, predicate adverb
24c. ?uhaydub was known (by)

24d. ?u- [See 1b.]
24e. haydu- know

24f. du- variant of dxʷ- occurring in non-final position
24g. hay- know, bound verb root
24h. -b [See 7e.]
24i. ?u- [See lb.]
24j. haydu- [See 6i-6l.]

Then Whale went [as the last motion in his death throws].

25a. huy [See 3a.]
25b. tuʔuxʷoxʷ went
25c. -oxʷ [See 3d.]
25d. tuʔuxʷ went, agent oriented stem
25e. ?uxʷ go, verb root

25f. tu- inflexional prefix expressing acts, states or entities remote in time or space
25g. tiʔiH čxʷəlu? direct complement expressing agent [See 3h-3j.]

Whale [shot] way up on shore.

26a. tilab dxʷʔaqt predicate
26b. tilab predicate adverb
26c. dxʷʔaqt focused locative adverb
26d. ʔaqt landward, root
26e. dxʷ- prefix (derivational) creating verb stems from locative stems
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26f  tiʔiʔ stalil ?o tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu?  direct complement consisting of subordinate clause introduced by distal demonstrative

26g  tiʔiʔ  [See 8c.]

26h  stalil ?o tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu?  subordinate clause

Whale went ashore

26i  ?o tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu?  ?o-phrase replacing third person suffix -s.

26j  s- ... (-s)  [See 8g.]

subordinate clause inflection
for third person (here, however, -s is replaced ?o tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu? )

26k  s-

[See 8f.]

26l  tālil tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu?  Whale went ashore, verb agent oriented stem functioning as predicate head

26m  tālil  go ashore

26n  tiʔiʔ ʔxʷəlu?  [See 8h-8j.]

27. dadatu[t]  tiʔiʔ skʷəlil ?o tiʔiʔ bibšəʔəb.

predicate  direct complement

[The next] morning early Young Mink peeked [out from inside Whale.]

27a  dadatu[t]  in the morning focused temporal augment serving as predicate

27b  tiʔiʔ skʷəlil ?o tiʔiʔ bibšəʔəb  Young Mink peeked [out from inside Whale.]

direct complement consisting of subordinate clause introduced by distal demonstrative
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27c. tiʔah [See 8c.]
27d. skʷililʔa tiʔah bibščab subordinate clause
27e. tiʔah bibščab ṙa-phrase replacing third person suffix -s, [Cf. 8g.], here, -s is replaced by ṙa tiʔah bibščab
27f. tiʔah [See 8c.]
27g. bibščab [See 11-1n.]
27h. kʷilil peer out from behind something peer, verb stem (with root kʷil, bound to -il)
   kʷilil_{v}(x_1: animate(x_1))_{A_b}
27i. kʷil- stare, root
   kʷil_{v}(x_1: animate(x_1))_{A_b}
27j. s- [See 8f.]

28. ?uluud tiʔah luʕ tudiʔ taʔt.
 predicate direct complement locative augment
[They] heard an old man way up the bank.

28a. ?uluud heard
28b. luud hear luud_{v}(x_1)_{S_o}
28c. luu variant of luh 'hear', root
28d. -d [See 4f.]
28e. ?u- [See 1b.]
28f. tiʔah luʕ direct complement expressing patient
28g. luʕ old head of direct complement
28h. tiʔah [See 1k.]
28i. tudiʔ taʔt locative augment
28j. taʔt head of locative augment
28k. tudiʔ yonder, way off adv. demonstrative
   over there

29. lacupayəq ṙa tiʔah sidʔdxʷih.
 predicate adjunct
[He] was making a small canoe.
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29a lacu-payəq    hewing out    head of predicate
29b  p̣ayəq    hewing out, build canoe    agent oriented stem
29c  lacu-    prefix (continuous aspect)
29d  ?ə tiʔiʔ  sdiʔaŋw-ʔiʔ    agent oriented predicate
29e  sdiʔaŋw-ʔiʔ    little hunting canoe    head of adjunct
29f  diʔaŋw-ʔiʔ    little hunting canoe    dim. of aŋw-ʔiʔ
29g  aŋw-ʔiʔ    hunting canoe
29h  s-    nominal prefix
29i  tiʔiʔ    [See 1k.]
29j  ?ə    [See 6j.]

30. huy,  ṭilibaʔw  tiʔiʔ bibšəb.
   s. adv. predicate  direct complement
   Then Young Mink sang.

30a  huy    [See 3a.]
30b  ṭilibaʔw    sings now
30c  a:x-    [See 3d.]
30d  ṭilib    sings    agent oriented stem
       ṭilib(x1: animate(x1))a
30e  tiʔiʔ  bibšəb    [See 1j-1w.]

31. ṭilibaʔw    [See 30b.]
31a  a:x-    [See 3d.]
31b  ṭilib    [See 30d.]

32. stab  c:a:x- stab  ʔuk-ixʷ id.
   d. complement (int.) predicate
   What, oh what are you pounding

32a  This sentence is highly unusual and were it not in the special
      song setting, it would be considered ungrammatical because
      the interrogative noun stab 'what?' is here used as an adverb.
      In normal use this sentence would be stab  kʷ(ʔ) ašukʷ ixʷ id.
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32b ?ukʷixʷd pounding with mallet or hammer head of predicate
32c kʷixʷid patient oriented stem
32d -d [See 4e.]
32e ?u- [See 1b.]

33. hagʷəxʷ čəd tuʔacigʷədil ?ə tə luX čxʷəluʔ, čxʷəluʔ.
   predicate adjunct
   For a long time I [have been] inside old Whale, Whale.

33a tuʔacigʷədil was inside predicate head
33b ?acigʷədil be inside agent oriented stem
33c ?acigʷədil(x₁: animate(x₁))plocative stem
33d tu-
33e hagʷəxʷ inside predicate adverb
33f hagʷ- ago variety of haʔkw
33g əxʷ [See 3d.]
33h čəd [See 13d.]
33i ?ə tə luX čxʷəluʔ of Old Whale
33j čxʷəluʔ Whale head of adjunct phrase
33k luX old modifies čxʷəluʔ
33l tə neutral, unmarked demonstrative (Cf. tiʔi̱)
33m ?ə prepositional particle introducing adjunct phrase

34. stab čəxʷ stab ?ukʷixʷid. [See 32.]

35. hagʷəxʷ čəd tuʔacigʷədil ?ə tə luX čxʷəluʔ, čxʷəluʔ.” [See 33.]

36. huy, təlawiləxʷ tiʔi̱ luX.
s. adv. predicate direct complement
Then that old man ran [to his village].
36a  huy  
36b  talawilax" run/run  
36c  talawil run/run  
36d  ax" [See 3d.]  
36e  tiʔiŋ luX  
36f  luX  [See 28g.]  
36g  tiʔiŋ  [See 1k.]

37.  huy,  yacabax"  ?a tiʔiŋ bibščab ?i tiʔiŋ suʔsuqwaʔs, tatyika,  
s. adv. predicate adjunct  
?a tiʔiŋ stallitubsox".  
adjunct  
[He] told about how Young Mink and his little younger brother,  
Tutyeeka [had] been brought ashore.

37a  huy  [See 3a.]  
37b  yacabax"  [he] told [them] about  
37c  yacab report  
37d  yac tell  bound root  
37e  -ab  [See 1h.]  
37f  ax" [See 7c.]

37g  ?a tiʔiŋ bibščab ?i tiʔiŋ suʔsuqwaʔs, tatyika,  
adjunct serving as “patient,” here, the information reported.

37h  ?a particle introducing agent  
37i  tiʔiŋ bibščab ?i tiʔiŋ suʔsuqwaʔs, tatyika,  
Young Mink and his little brother, Tutyeeka. [See 1j-1w.]  
37j  ?a tiʔiŋ stallitubsox"; second member of adjunct in 37  
37k  ?a  [See 37h.]
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371 ti?i?i stalitubsaxw their having been brought ashore
37m stalitubsaxw subordinate clause functioning
37n stalitubs subordinate clause
37o s- ... -s [See 8e-8g.]
37p talitub patient oriented stem inflected
37q -b [See 6e.]
37r tu-causative suffix for patient oriented stem
37s talil go ashore agent oriented stem [See 26m.]
37t oxw [See 3d.]
37u ti?i?i [See 1k.]

38. huy, ?uwxaw to ?acihtalbixw.
s. adv. predicate direct complement
Then, they went [to see for themselves].

38a ?uwxaw went
38b ?uwx go [See 25e.]
38c oxw [See 3d.]
38d to ?acihtalbixw direct complement
38e ?acihtalbixw person/people head of d.c.
38f to [See 33l.]

39. bacatabaxw
predicate
39a bacatabaxw [if] was put down sole member of predicate
39b bacatab [if] was put down patient oriented stem for agency
39c -ab [See 6e.]
39d bacat-causative suffix
39e bacal fall over variant of bac
bacav(x1: animate(x1))esp, experiencer root
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  direct complement

39g  kʷalaq  head of complement
  for Young Mink and his little younger brother to walk on
  subordinate clause modifying kʷalaq.

  ?a-phrase replacing third person suffix -s.
39j  daxʷ... ?a...
  subordinate clause inflection
  expressing reason/location
39k  daxʷ... (-s)  [See 8g.]
  subordinate clause prefix inflection expressing reason/location.
39l  ?ibas  walking  agent oriented stem, [See 9d.]
  ti?it...
  [See 1j-lw.]

predicate  direct complement
  Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka, were completely bald.

40a  pu-txʷ  ?asduqwac  predicate
40b  pu-  adverb
40c  pu-  very, completely, totally
40d  axʷ  [See 3d.]
40e  ?a sluqʷač  head of predicate
40f  sluqʷač  bald head
  stem
40g  sluqʷ  to be peeled
  sluqʷ(\(x_1\))_{Pro}
40h  -ač  head
  lexical suffix
40i  ?as-  stative aspect prefix
40j  ti?it...
  [See 1j-lw.]

s. adv. predicate  direct complement
  Then, Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeeka,
  were taken home.
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41a huy [See 3a.]
41b ɬukʷtuɓaxʷ were taken home predicate
41c ɬukʷtuɓ predicate
41d ɬukʷtu₃₉(ᵪ₁: human(ᵪ₁))₆ₒ
41e -b [See 6e.]
41f ɬukʷtu taken home ɬukʷtu₃₉(ᵪ₁)₆ₒ
41g -tu- causation [See 37r.]
41h ɬukʷ go/come home ɬuk₃₉(ᵪ₁: human(ᵪ₁))₆ₒ
41i tiʔi... [See 1j-1w.]

42. huy. ɬuʔtəɓaxʷ tiʔiʔ ʔaʔitələɓixʷ tuʔal bə́kʷ cad.
Then, people from everywhere were gathered.

42a huy [See 3a.]
42b ɬuʔtəɓaxʷ were gathered predicate
42c ɬuʔtəɓ were brought together head of predicate ɬuʔtəɓ₃₉(ᵪ₁)₆ₒ(ᵪ₂: animate(ᵪ₂))₆ₒ
42d ɬuʔt- gathered ɬuʔt₃₉(ᵪ₁)₆ₒ
42e ɬəʔuʔ gather root ɬuʔ₃₉(ᵪ₁)₆ₒ
42f tiʔiʔ [See 3d.]
42g ʔaʔitələɓixʷ tuʔal bə́kʷ cad direct complement
42h ʔaʔitələɓixʷ people head of d. complement
42i tiʔiʔ [See 1k.]
42j tuʔal bə́kʷ cad locative phrase modifying ʔaʔitələɓixʷ

42k bə́kʷ cad everywhere
42l cad where head of locative phrase
42m bə́kʷ all, complete adverb
42n tuʔal from preposition
42o tuʔ from prefix
42p ?al general locative preposition
Then [they] fed the people.

And then, the people had a good time.

Thus, did Young Mink and his little younger brother, Tutyeka, become very important men.
46. huyəxʷ  čəd.
   predicate  direct complement
   I am finished.

46a huyəxʷ  finished  predicate
46b axʷ  [See 3d.]
46c huy  finish  verb root
        huyv(x₁: animate(x₁))ₐₙ
46d čəd  [See 13d.]
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Appendix A

Inventory of Phonemes: Korean and Lushootseed

Korean consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>palatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenis</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>k</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aspirated</td>
<td>pʰ</td>
<td>tʰ</td>
<td>čʰ</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fortis¹</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>ĭ</td>
<td>č̄</td>
<td>k̄</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nasal</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lenis</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td>h</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fortis</td>
<td>s'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glide</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td>y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lushootseed consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>labial</th>
<th>alveolar</th>
<th>alveopalatal</th>
<th>velar</th>
<th>uvelar</th>
<th>glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stops:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>č</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>glottalized</td>
<td>p̂</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>č̄</td>
<td>č̄</td>
<td>k̄</td>
<td>kʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voiced</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>dʰ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>gʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fricatives:</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>t̂</td>
<td>ŝ</td>
<td>x̂</td>
<td>x̂</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resonants:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plain</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>laryngealized</td>
<td></td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>ɣ</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both languages have three series of oral obstruents but Korean has distinctive aspiration while Lushootseed utilizes significant voicing; and the Ko-

¹In the text itself, the fortis series of stops is represented by geminate symbols rather than with the diacritic '. Thus, the bilabial fortis stop is seen there as pp instead of p̂. The geminate representation adheres more closely to the practice of standard Korean orthography.
²W represents labialization.
rean fortis series, although somewhat similar to the glottalized consonants of Lushootseed, is nonetheless acoustically distinct. A major difference in manner of articulation is that Korean, like English, has a series of nasal consonants which Lushootseed lacks.

On the other hand, Lushootseed has six significant positions of articulation while Korean uses four. Lushootseed also has a series of labialized stops and affricatives which do not occur in Korean.

**Korean vowels:**

```
front  mid  back
high     i     i     u
mid      e     o     o
low      æ     a     a
```

**Lushootseed vowels:**

```
front  mid  back
high     i     u     iː
        ŋ     uu

low      a     a     aa
```

Korean vowel phonemes are more numerous than in Lushootseed, although the latter has distinctive vowel length (albeit of low functional value).

Neither language has distinctive word stress nor tone.

---

³The double symbols represent lengthened sounds.
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